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Abstract
With VoIP services becoming more and more popular and, even beginning to compete with the 
PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) in terms of prices and wide use, companies that 
provides this service has to evolve to keep their customers and be competitive. Woize Ltd. is 
one of these companies and as a mean to strengthen their position on the market they want to 
integrate video call support and video conferencing to their new VoIP-client.

This thesis is aimed at helping Woize Ltd. choosing an appropriate video codec and finding an 
appropriate API for integrating video into their new SIP-powered VoIP-client. The decisions 
and paths taken in this work are all a product of Woize Ltd's requirements and preferences. In 
this report there is a description of how and why the codec and API were chosen. The report 
then describes the API, its features and, the problems that were encountered when setting it up 
on two of the platforms Woize Ltd are aiming for. Different encoding tweaks of the Theora 
codec are also tried out to see what quality is acceptable with different bitrates. These are the 
main objectives. Further on an attempt on implementing a reference model for streaming video 
on different platforms are conducted, which proved to be more problematic than was expected 
in the beginning. The results will show that it is possible to integrate video calls into a VoIP 
client using this economical method, even though an application prototype is not achieved. 
Lastly a short discussion on how to make video calls available over the SIP protocol between 
computer and 3G cell phones is held.
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1 Introduction
This  chapter will  explain  the  background  to  this  thesis  and,  also  give  the  details  of  the 
objectives and limitations to the report. Following is a short descriptive part in the terminology 
of this report and lastly an outline of the whole report is given.

1.1 Project Background
With increasing traveling and Internet usage, people are building contact networks across the 
globe. To avoid expensive phone bills many are turning their attention to VoIP (Voice over IP). 
The greatest benefit is naturally its low cost but another upside is that you now can bring your 
VoIP phone with you; as long as you are connected to the Internet you can make and receive 
calls. Calls to another computer are commonly free and calls to the PSTN (Public Switched 
Telephone Network) are  mostly  charged at  a  much lower rate  than  ordinary phone calls. 
However VoIP is not only used to make phone calls, you can also be assigned a telephone-
number and receive phone calls to your computer just as you would with an ordinary telephone.

As a result several companies have emerged to provide this service to a low cost and one of 
these is Woize Ltd. To keep being competitive on this market, Woize Ltd sees video calls and 
even video conferencing as  an important  step  to  entice new customers and users to  their 
product. While there is software on the market that supplies video calls, these often lack flow 
(i.e. it lags) and synchronization with sound. Woize Ltd. is looking for a way to accomplish this 
synchronization with sound across platforms and to as low cost as possible.

1.2 Project Objectives and delimitations
The first  objective with  this  paper  is  to  help Woize Ltd  choose a  video codec for  video 
streaming in their VoIP client and also, if possible, to use an already existing API (or SDK) for 
video playback, capturing and/or recording. It is not just a question of choosing the codec with 
the best quality vs. bitrate ratio. A very important aspect from Woize Ltd’s perspective is to look 
at the video codecs’ and APIs’ patent and licenses. The codec or solution Woize Ltd. will choose 
is depending on that it can be distributed to a low cost and without restrictions on the source 
code. The final decisions and paths taken in this project are made by Woize Ltd. stemming from 
the project progress up to the point of decisions.

When an appropriate video codec has been chosen the problem becomes how to tweak the 
encoding of the video stream. For instance figuring out what the best resolution, quality and 
bitrate are for Internet streaming. Since there are literally millions of ways to encode a video 
stream,  given a  certain codec,  with  different encoders developed by  different groups  and 
tweaking the same, this report will not consider these possibilities since the this subject is to 
vast to grasp within this thesis.

After an  API  has  been selected the  objective is  to  understand the  API  and,  if  time  and 
understanding allow it, implement a reference model or prototype. The prototype is not the 
main objective of this paper but only as mean to see how it would look like in terms of quality 
and synchronization. The prototype should be implemented on the Windows platform because it 
has Woize Ltd. largest client base.

Lastly a quick look on how to enable the client to make video calls to 3G handsets over the 3G 
network will give Woize Ltd. information on what is needed to accomplish this. This report is 
not intended to delve into the details on how to do this, but just give an overview on required 
technologies.



1.3 Business complications
The current Woize VoIP client is not developed by Woize Ltd. themselves. It is developed by 
Algitech, which office this thesis is conducted at. Algitech is also responsible for developing the 
new SIP based client that at first was intended for Woize Ltd and, which is the client that this 
work is aimed at.

During the  last  few weeks of  the  project  a  business complication  arose  between the  two 
companies that has led to the Woize VoIP service being out of service as of now. However, this 
has not stopped the development of the new SIP client at Algitech. The new SIP client will live 
on and, will probably be sold to a company other than Woize Ltd.

However, the Woize name is not changed in the text of this report since they were the company 
that from the beginning ordered this thesis, although all the requirements has come from the 
development team at Algitech and, is the only people the author of this thesis has dealt with.

1.4 Terminology
In this section there are short descriptions of the most important terms and abbreviations that 
occur in this report. Some of them are perhaps well known for the reader but in case they are 
not  this  will  hopefully clarify them. For someone well  incorporated with this world could 
probably easily skip this section.

Codec
Stands for enCOder/DECoder (COmpression/DECompression) and the purpose of these types 
of codec are to reduce the size of digital audio samples and video frames in order to speed up 
transmission and save storage space. The goal of all codec designers is to maintain audio and 
video quality while compressing the binary data further. Lossy methods are widely used, which 
actually  discard  bits  that  most  people  cannot  hear  or  see.  Codec  algorithms  may  be 
implemented entirely in software. [1]

Encoder
An encoder changes an incoming signal to a new signal or code most often with the intent to 
compress the incoming signal to lesser size with as little perceived or none loss of quality. There 
exists both software and hardware encoders. Here only software encoders are referenced.

Decoder
It inverts what the encoder does. Given a certain code it takes the incoming coded signal and 
decodes that into a signal so that it can be interpreted by the under laying system and present the 
signal to its audience. If the encoding is lossy the decoded signal will not have the same quality 
as the original signal. There exists both software and hardware decoders. Here only software 
decoders are referenced.

API
Application programming interface is a source code interfaces that computer system or program 
provides for other programs who want to interact with it or request services. The API is abstract 
but usually has a library (software) implementing the API. It often acts as a link between the 
operating system and a program. An API is often a part of an SDK.

SDK
Software development kit  is  a  set  of  tools  for  creating applications  for  certain software 
packages. It can often consist of one or more APIs, debugging aids, supporting documentation 



and  other  utilities.  Sometimes it  comes in  the  form  of  an  IDE  (integrated development 
environment), such as Microsoft’s .NET or the Java based Eclipse.

Open source
Here open source has the meaning of source code of software that is made available to the 
genral public  with relaxed or  non-existing  intellectual property restrictions.  This  makes it 
available for user-generated software where in principal anyone can contribute to the code’s 
evolvement.  

GPL
GNU General public license is  a free software license. Its main purpose is  to protect free 
software. All additions or changes to GPL protected code are also included with the GPL. All 
code under the GPL should be open source and as such give complete access to the same for 
everyone. This license is not suitable for someone who wants to use GPL protected code in 
proprietary software.

LGPL
GNU Lesser general public license is almost the same as the GPL. The main difference is that 
LGPL can be linked to by non-(L)GPLed programs both free software and proprietary software. 
It can also be distributed under any chosen terms, provided the terms allow "modification for 
the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications."

Wikipedia
Wikipedia is a web-based free content encyclopedia project. Almost all of its articles can be 
edited  by  anyone  visiting  the  site.  Some  of  the  articles  (mostly  new articles)  can  have 
misinformation and such in them. The information can not be considered 100% true because of 
this and also for the reason that the articles there are based on consensus among those who edit 
the articles and not necessarily on what is true. Old articles however, are considered to be less 
likely to contain false information.

SIP
Session Initiation Protocol is standardized signaling protocol in the application layer that is used 
for setting up, modifying and terminating multimedia sessions, including telephone calls, video 
sessions and conferences.

RTP
Real-time Transport Protocol is a standardized packet format for delivering audio and video 
over the Internet. RTP can carry data with real-time characteristics such as interactive audio and 
video and its sessions are often managed by SIP. It  is  a technical foundation for the VoIP 
industry used by both videoconferencing and push-to-talk services.

1.5 Outline
The first  chapter was an introduction to the problem at  hand and also what is  and is  not 
expected from the report. Now follows the work on how the preferred video codec was chosen 
and in chapter three the selection of API is described. In the fourth chapter the chosen API is 
described in detail and also the problems that were encountered with the API. Chapter five 
describes the work on the preference model and the encoding tweaks and chapter six will hold 
this report’s main results. The examining of the 3G integration is found in chapter seven and, in 
chapter eight is the discussion and it is also were the discussion on future work is held.



2 Choosing the video codec
There is a complete jungle of codecs out there if one would put his head out there. Several 
codecs exists for high-def films, streaming and all in between. As stated earlier this report is not 
intended to sort out all the different codecs existing, because that would make a whole report in 
itself. Since the video codecs of interest is supposed to work in a VoIP client and be streamed on 
the Internet, the pool of codecs to select from becomes less immense.

Woize Ltd. had a few demands on the information they wanted on the different codecs they 
would have to decide between. They wanted to know how much bandwidth a codec require to 
get a satisfactory picture, if it is possible to implement it across platforms and other advantages 
and disadvantages that might come up. But the most important information about the codecs is 
their patent or license. How much would Woize Ltd. have to pay in licenses for a certain codec? 

These licenses, however, as it will show later on, is tightly connected with companies that offer 
their own complete solution such as an SDK (Software Development Kit) with its own encoders 
and decoders for different codecs. This  reason led the search of an appropriate  API being 
conducted simultaneously as the search for codecs since many of the SDKs found during the 
codec search is also of interest when it comes to selecting the API.

2.1 Method
The method of finding suitable codecs was nothing more complicated than scouring the Internet 
with the help of search engines. Although the English Wikipedia often was used as base for 
finding different codec it led the search onwards to different companies and, their solutions. 
Though the information on Wikipedia is not to be considered as validated or correct, some of 
the results in this chapter are based on that information along with corresponding information 
from different sources such as companies, white papers and a well renowned forum in the field 
of video codecs, www.doom9.org. 

The reasons for doing this are very simple. There is no time in the scope of this paper to 
validate all this information. Further on one can consider this information as correct since most 
of the codecs looked upon in this paper are relatively old and, the information out there has 
probably been triple-checked over and over again by the many thousands of people who has 
used them. Also, no information was found that contradicted the information that was found and 
that is included in this report.

Most of the demands on the sort of information that Woize Ltd. needed could be satisfied by the 
aforementioned methods. There were however two of the demands that were hard to find. One 
being the needed bandwidth for an acceptable picture and the other was codec/SDK licenses 
and how much they would cost. The latter of the two was solved by asking different companies 
by e-mail how a deal with them would look like. What sort of codec that could be used and how 
much it would cost. Though, when it comes to codecs you could by-pass the companies, and 
pay the patent holder of the codec directly instead to be able to use the codec but then you 
would be forced to write your own encoder. It would be enough with just the encoder since 
there are often free open source decoders available. This was however, never an option.

Finding out, by searching the Internet, how much bandwidth that is needed for an acceptable 
picture was almost impossible. The reasons are many. There are many variables that control the 
throughput of the stream. The most significant are resolution, frames per second and quality 
such as the frequency of keyframes. A table with these variables resulting in bitrates for the 
different  codec  could  not  be  found.  Or  rather  a  free  table  could  not  be  found.  The 
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StreamingMedia website has a paper on streaming codecs [2] but not for free and paying for it 
was not an option for Woize Ltd. Once again there was no time for conducting these kinds of 
tests during this work. That would have taken a  considerable amount of time. Instead this 
information had to rely on indications from sources such as [3], [4] on which codec is best at 
streaming or have the best picture quality.

2.2 Results
This section will list the codecs that was found interesting during the search and describe the 
results found with comparison to the demands in section 2.1. The problems in this section are 
that some of the codec results are exactly the same as for some of the SDKs.

2.2.1 Ogg Theora
Developer: Xiph.org
Version: Alpha 7

Theora is an open video codec developed by Xiph.org Foundation as part of their Ogg project. 
It is a project to merge Theora, Ogg Vorbis and Ogg container format into multimedia format 
that can compete with MPEG-4. Theora is supported on all three platforms and are considered 
to work well when streaming. 

Theora is a lossy video compression method derived from On2’s VP3 codec. Theora can be 
stored in any suitable container but is generally linked with the Ogg container and paired with 
the audio codec Vorbis. This allows for a completely open, royalty-free multimedia format.

During a  test  at  www.doom9.org in  2005 where codecs were tested for DVD-resolution it 
played at a bitrate of 581 kbps and was not considered to be one of best. Though, this paper is 
interested in  streaming quality it  still  gives an indication of its  quality.  It  would probably 
outperform some of the pure high-resolution codecs in a streaming comparison.

Theora Technical Details

• Block-based motion compensation 
• 8x8 Type-II Discrete Cosine Transform 
• Free-form variable bit rates (VBR) 
• Adaptive in-loop deblocking applied to the edges of the coded blocks (not existing in 

MPEG-4 ASP) 
• Block sizes down to 8x8 (MPEG-4 ASP supports 8x8 only with 4MV) 
• 384 8x8 custom quantization matrices: intra/inter, luma/chroma and even each quant 

(more than VP3 and MPEG-4 ASP/AVC) 
• Flexible entropy encoding (Theora supports 80 VLC tables selectable per-frame, 

MPEG-4 ASP has just one) 
• 4:2:0, 4:2:2, and 4:4:4 chroma subsampling formats (VP3 and MPEG-4 ASP only 

support 4:2:0) 
• 8 bits per pixel per color channel 
• Multiple reference frames (not possible in MPEG-4 ASP) 
• Pixel aspect ratio (eg for anamorphic signalling/playback) 
• Non-multiple of 16 picture sizes (as possible in ASP, but not in VP3) 
• Non-linear scaling of quants values (as done in MPEG-4 AVC) 
• Adaptive quantisation down to the block level (as possible in MPEG-4 ASP/AVC, but 

not in VP3) 

http://www.doom9.org


• Intra frames (I-Frames in MPEG), inter frames (P-Frames), but no B-Frames (as 
supported in MPEG-4 ASP/AVC) 

• HalfPixel Motion Search Precision (MPEG-4 ASP/AVC supports HalfPixel or 
QuarterPixel) 

• Technologies used already in Vorbis (decoder setup configuration, bitstream headers...) 
not available in VP3 

Note that not all of these features are already implemented in the reference encoder/decoder.

Theora License
Theora (and all associated technologies released by the Xiph.org Foundation) is released to the 
public via a BSD-style license. It is completely free for commercial or noncommercial use. That 
means  that  commercial  developers  may  independently  write  Theora  software  which  is 
compatible with the specification for no charge and without restrictions of any kind.

2.2.2 x264
Developer: developers.videolan.org
Version: N/A

x264 is a free library for encoding H264/AVC video streams and it is released under the terms 
of the GPL license. It has won the following awards in codec comparisons:

• Doom9's 2005 codec shoot-out [4]
• Second annual MSU MPEG-4 AVC/ H.264 codecs comparison [2]
• MSU Subjective Comparison of Modern Video Codecs [3]

It is used in the free VideoLAN and MEncoder transcoding applications and, it remains the only 
reasonably complete open source and free software implementation of the standard with support 
for  Main  Profile  and  High  Profile  except  interlaced  video  [3].  It  is  however,  mainly 
concentrated on DVD-quality.

x264 Technical Details
• Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) and Context-based 

Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC)
• Multiple reference frames
• All intra-predicted macroblock types (16x16, 8x8 and 4x4 -- 8x8 is part of AVC High 

Profile)
• All P-frame inter-predicted macroblock types
• B-Inter-predicted macroblock types from 16x16 down to 8x8
• Rate Distortion Optimization
• Multiple ratecontrol modes: constant quantizer, constant quality, single or multipass ABR 

with the option of VBV
• Scene cut detection
• Adaptive B-frame placement, with the option of keeping B-frames as references / 

arbitrary frame order
• 8x8 and 4x4 adaptive spatial transform (High Profile)
• Lossless mode (High 4:4:4 Profile)
• Custom quantization matrices (High Profile)
• Parallel encoding of multiple slices



• Interlace support

x264 License
Although the license is a GPL license it may be incompatible with MPEG-LA patent licenses in 
jurisdictions that recognize software patens. [wiki]

2.2.3 MPEG2/4, H.263/4, On2's VP6/7, Quicktime and RealVideo
These codecs are often available through some API or SDK. MPEG4 part 2 is one of the best 
streaming codecs that exist and, the older H.263 is not far behind. But most of the different 
versions of the MPEG and H.26X groups are for film quality and not streaming. VP6 and VP7 
are also among the best streaming codecs out there with Quicktime and RealVideo somewhat 
behind them.

However, these codecs' licenses are not free to use in a proprietary application. Some are also 
very expensive if you would like to pay for their licenses. Since they are all a part of an SDK or 
API they are listed more specifically in section 3.2.

2.3 Decision
Already from the beginning the Theora codec was of great interest to Woize Ltd. just for the 
sake of its LGPL license. However, all codecs were taken into consideration with, all the 
advantages and disadvantages with for example, SDKs and prices. All the really expansive 
codecs, like the VP7, were discarded fast and, also those who did not have LGPL or BSD 
licenses. Then a discussion about the less expensive codec’s different licenses followed. But in 
the end the free codec Theora with its LGPL license got the better of them. It has proven its 
abilities in streaming and with its superior economy it was the best codec for Woize Ltd.

Table 1 shows a compilation of all the documents gathered during the codec and API search. It 
gives a good overview what different features and licenses they support and, in the case of 
APIs, also what codecs it supports. The asterisk in the licenses for some of the candidates 
means that they have components that may inflict with its listed licenses.

Licen-
se

Suppor-
ted 
Codecs

Codec BSD L
GPL

GPL Commerci-
al

Price SIP SUP-
PORT

Ogg 
Theora

MPEG1/2

Ogg Theora
x264 *

API
FFmpeg *
GStreamer *
portVideo ??

SDK
Elecard Amount not 

specified
HDX4 Amount not 

specified
Helix (Real) $0.50 / Unit
Quicktime Amount not 

specified
Leadtools $890 + run-

time unit



VP7 $175000 / 
$75000 + 
royalties

Codec MPE-
G4

H.26
3

H.26
4

3GPP WMA9 RealVideo VP7 QuickTime

Ogg Theora
x264

API
FFmpeg
GStreamer
portVideo

SDK
Elecard
HDX4
Helix (Real)
Quicktime
Leadtools
VP7

Table 1 – A compilation of the collected information from the codec and API search.

3 Choosing the API
Traversing the field of different APIs and SDKs was a little bit easier than going through all the 
different codecs. The main reasons being that there are less detail to consider and, hence it is 
easier to get an overview. The main difference between APIs and SDKs is that SDKs almost 
always cost money and APIs often is free. SDKs are also almost always more finished in the 
sense of more a complete interface. The economy factor will again prove to be vital for Woize 
Ltd. when it comes to choosing an API.

The demands on the API were that it should be cross platform, it should work on Windows, 
Macintosh and Linux, it should also be similar to the www.PortAudio.com API. It should be 
easy to synchronize picture and voice and lastly it could not have a GPL license. Also it would 
be good if it supported the ability to implement video conferences.

3.1 Method
As stated earlier the search for API was conducted at the same time as the search for codec. 
Hence the  method used searching  for APIs is  almost completely  the same as  the method 
described  in  section  2.1.  The  main  difference  is  that  Wikipedia  did  not  have  the  same 
significance. Instead a few forums were used to read and ask about existing APIs that could be 
subject to closer examination. But the most common way to find APIs was through search 
engines.

When a promising API or SDK was found their home page was thoroughly read to determine if 
the demands set by Woize Ltd. was met. Information of the different platforms they supported 
was always readily available on their home page. That also goes for what kind of license they 
had. The similarities to PortAudio that Woize Ltd. wanted were just  loosely based but  the 
modular theme where the ability to change codec easily was the main aspect. This information 
had to be read between the lines going through the web pages of the APIs feature list. The same 
goes for the synchronizing bit, even if it does not say explicitly on their homepage that a feature 
is supported one can not draw the conclusion that it does not support it.

http://www.PortAudio.com


Although, it said what type of license a certain API had there were some problem with that. 
There really was no problem with licenses such as LGPL and GPL but all the APIs (almost only 
SDKs) with proprietary licenses had no information on how a deal with them would work. A 
simple e-mail asking the companies how a deal with them would look like gave the answer to 
that problem.

When all the information was gathered and the most important APIs was considered being 
found a small compilation with the APIs’ respective information was presented to Woize Ltd. 
for a decision base.

3.2 Results
Here are all the results gathered as a compilation of each API/SDK. Most of the information is 
copied directly from their respective web page and Wikipedia. This is how the information was 
presented to Woize Ltd. and on what they based their decision on. That is why it is not rewritten 
in simpler form. Also most of the information about the codecs from section 2.2.3 can be found 
in this section.

3.2.1 FFmpeg (API)
Developer: FFmpeg team
Web page: ffmpeg.mplayerhq.hu
Version: 0.4.9-pre1

FFmpeg is a collection of free software that can record, convert and stream digital audio and 
video.  It  includes  libavcodec, known as  a  leading  audio/video  codec library.  FFmpeg is 
developed under Linux,  but  it  can  be  compiled  under  most  operating systems, including 
Windows. It is notable that most FFmpeg developers are also part of the MPlayer project, plus 
one member of the xine project, and that FFmpeg is hosted at the MPlayer project server.

The FFmpeg developers have reverse-engineered and reimplemented, among others:

• The Sorenson 3 Codec used by many QuickTime movies
• Advanced Streaming Format
• Windows Media Audio
• Windows Media Video (and thereby also the associated DivX hack)
• QDesign Music Codec 2, used by many QuickTime movies prior to QuickTime 7.

Applications using libavcodec:

• Avidemux
• ffdshow (wraps libavcodec as a DirectShow filter and adds postprocessing to improve 

image quality; once installed, it is automatically used by all Windows DirectShow video 
players, such as Windows Media Player, Media Player Classic, Winamp, Zoom Player 
etc.)

• FFmpeg
• GStreamer
• MPlayer
• MEncoder
• VLC media player



• xine
• Chroma Player
• Xvidcap

FFmpeg technical details and features
Implemented Video Codecs (libavcodec)

• MPEG-1
• MPEG-2
• MPEG-4 Part 2 (the format used for example by the popular DivX and Xvid codecs)
• H.261
• H.263
• H.264/MPEG-4 AVC (decoding only)
• WMV — version 7, 8 and 9 (decoding only)
• Sorenson codec
• Cinepak
• MJPEG
• Huffyuv
• Snow
• Theora
• VP3 / VP5 / VP6 (decoding only)

Implemented Audio Codecs

• Apple Lossless
• Cook Codec
• FLAC
• MP2
• MP3 (native decoder, encoding through LAME)
• Shorten
• QDM2
• RealAudio 1.0
• RealAudio 2.0
• Vorbis
• WavPack lossless audio decoder
• Windows Media Audio

The project is made of several components:

• ffmpeg is a command line tool to convert one video file format to another. It also supports 
grabbing and encoding in real time from a TV card.

• ffserver is an HTTP (RTSP is being developed) multimedia streaming server for live 
broadcasts. Time shifting of live broadcast is also supported. Note that this is very buggy 
and unlikely to work.

• ffplay is a simple media player based on SDL and on the FFmpeg libraries.
• libavcodec is a library containing all the FFmpeg audio/video encoders and decoders. 

Most codecs were developed from scratch to ensure best performance and high code 
reusability.



• libavformat is  a  library containing  demuxers and  muxers for  audio/video  container 
formats.

• libavutil is a helper library containing routines common to different parts of FFmpeg.
• libpostproc is a library containing video postprocessing routines.
• libswscale is a library containing video scaling routines.

FFmpeg license
FFmpeg is released under GNU Lesser General Public License or GNU General Public License 
(depending on which sub-libraries one would include). There are no formal releases. Instead, 
FFmpeg developers recommend using the latest Subversion snapshot as development maintains 
a constantly stable trunk.

libavcodec is a free software/open source LGPL-licensed library of codecs for encoding and 
decoding video and audio data; it is written in the C programming language. It is part of the 
FFmpeg-project and many open source applications rely on it.

3.2.2 GStreamer (API)
Developer: freedesktop.org
Web page: gstreamer.freedesktop.org
Version: 0.10.11

GStreamer is a multimedia framework written in the C programming language with the type 
system based on GObject.

GStreamer is a library that allows the construction of graphs of media-handling components, 
ranging from simple Ogg/Vorbis playback to complex audio (mixing) and video (non-linear 
editing) processing. Applications can take advantage of advances in codec and filter technology 
transparently. Developers can add new codecs and filters by writing a simple plug-in with a 
clean, generic interface.

GStreamer is a multimedia framework written in the C programming language with the type 
system based on GObject. GStreamer serves a host of multimedia applications, such as video 
editors, streaming media broadcasters, and media players. Designed to be cross-platform, it is 
known to work on Linux (x86, PowerPC and ARM), Solaris (x86 and SPARC), Mac OS X, 
Microsoft Windows and OS/400. GStreamer is free software, licensed under the GNU Lesser 
General Public License.

The  GNOME desktop  environment is  the  primary  user  of  GStreamer  technology,  having 
included  GStreamer  since  GNOME  version  2.2  and  encourages  GNOME  and  GTK+ 
applications to use it. Other groups are beginning to use it as well.

GStreamer is also being used in embedded devices like the Maemo environment from Nokia, 
which is found on the Nokia 770 Internet Tablet.

GStreamer technical details and features
A bin or pipeline consists of elements/plug-ins. Elements contain pads such as source and sink. 
Data flows through the pipeline in a single direction. Pads have capabilities called 'caps'.

GStreamer  uses  a  plug-in  architecture  which  makes  most  of  GStreamer's  functionality 
implemented  as  shared  libraries.  GStreamer’s  base  functionality  contains  functions  for 



registering and loading plug-ins and for providing the fundamentals of all classes in the form of 
base classes. Plug-in libraries are dynamically loaded to support a wide spectrum of codecs, 
container formats and input/output drivers.

Bindings are provided for programming languages like Python, C++, Perl, GNU Guile and 
Ruby.

Comprehensive Core Library

• Graph-based structure allows arbitrary pipeline construction
• Based on GLib 2.0 object model for object-oriented design and inheritance
• Small core library of less than 150KB, about 10 K lines of code
• Pluggable scheduling system capable of dealing with most pipeline structures
• Multi-threaded pipelines are trivial and transparent to construct
• Clean and simple API for both plugin and application developers
• Extremely lightweight data passing means very high performance/low latency
• Complete debugging system for both core and plugin/app developers
• Clocking to ensure global inter-stream synchronization

Intelligent Plugin Architecture

• Dynamically loaded plugins provide elements and media types, demand-loaded via an 
XML registry, similar to ld.so.cache

• Element interface handles all known types of sources, filters, sinks
• Capabilities system allows verification of element compatibility using MIME types and 

media-specific properties
• Autoplugging uses capabilities system to complete complex paths automatically
• Pipelines can be saved to XML and loaded back to working state
• Resource friendly plugins don't waste RAM

Extensive Development Tools

• Graphical editor allows pipelines to be built quickly, run, and saved as XML
• gst-launch command-line tool enables even quicker prototyping and testing, similar to 

ecasound
• All tools written as libraries to allow easy reuse
• A lot of documentation, including partially completed manual and plugin writer's guide
• Large selection of test programs and example code
• Access to GStreamer API with various programming languages

GStreamer license
GStreamer is released under the LGPL.

3.2.3 portVideo (API)
Developer: Reactable
Web page: www.iua.upf.es/mtg/reacTable/?portvideo
Version: 0.3

http://www.iua.upf.es/mtg/reacTable/?portvideo


PortVideo is a cross-platform framework that provides uniform access to camera devices for 
video processing or display. It comes with an SDL demo application which compiles and runs 
on Win32, Linux and MacOS X systems and can address any USB, Firewire and DV camera 
that  is  supported  by  the  host  system.  This  application  has  been  developed  by  Martin 
Kaltenbrunner (mkalten[at]iua.upf.es) as a part of the reacTIVision framework at the Music 
Technology Group in Barcelona, Spain.

This Framework is in its early stages and basically has been built out of spare parts found in 
other open-source projects and currently provides a reasonably, working software for the task. 
Its design is quite rudimentary and will therefore see some major improvements and changes in 
the future according to their homepage.

portVideo technical details
In general there is  a  simple wrapper class CameraEngine and various subclasses  for each 
platform and camera type. The CameraTool simply returns the chosen or first available camera, 
initializes it with the desired width, height and color depth. Once started, a new image buffer 
will be returned every time you call getFrame().

Win32: On this platform we are using the DsVideoLib by Thomas Pintaric as a back-end to 
access the camera. This basically allows you to choose any WDM camera which is installed 
correctly, which means you can use basically any USB, Firewire or DV camera. The necessary 
SDL library as well as a Visual Studio .NET project is provided, so you should be able to 
compile the project right away. More Info on DsVideoLib can be found here.

Mac  OS  X:  The  camera  back-end  for  Mac  OS  X  is  using  QuickTime  VideoDigitizer 
components. This code is based on the seeSaw example application by Daniel Heckenberg and 
uses a modified version of his vdigGrab.c file. We tested this code also with some firewire, 
USB and DV cameras and all of them worked satisfactory. An earlier attempt based on the 
SequenceGrabber component is also included. You can find the original seeSaw code here. 
There is an Xcode project included, which should also allow you to compile the code without 
problems, provided you have the SDL framework installed.

Linux:  On  Linux  we  currently  support  Firewire  cameras  and  USB  cameras  based  on 
Video4Linux. Firewire support is well tested, for the USB cameras we recommend a Philips 
ToUcam Pro (driver). There is currently no support for DV cameras. In order to compile the 
demo application type "make" in the "linux" folder". Make sure you have the SDL libraries and 
headers installed as well as the libraw1394 and libdc1394 libraries and headers.

reacTIVision is an open source, cross-platform computer vision framework for the fast and 
robust tracking of fiducial markers attached onto physical objects, as well as for multi-touch 
finger tracking. It was mainly designed as a toolkit for the rapid development of table-based 
tangible user interfaces (TUI) and multi-touch interactive surfaces. This framework has been 
developed by Martin Kaltenbrunner and Ross Bencina at the Music Technology Group at the 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona, Spain as part of the the reacTable* project, a novel 
electro-acoustic music instrument with a tangible user interface.

License
This framework is free software, licensed under the GNU General Public License due to the 
GPL license of most of its subcomponents (DsVideoLib etc.)



3.2.4 Elecard (SDK)
Developer: Elecard Ltd.
Web page: www.elecard.com

Elecard Application SDK product line features Transcoder and Player SDKs written in managed 
and  unmanaged C,  C++,  C#  and  comprising  DirectShow® filters  for  MPEG2, MPEG4, 
AVC/H.264, MJPEG 2000 standards. Every SDK includes  full  developers’ documentation, 
components, base classes, sample applications.

Elecard features and products
Elecard Player SDK Software kit are for programmers and prosumers to develop digital video 
applications  for  playback  of  media  data  of  various  formats  including  MPEG2,  MPEG4, 
AVC/H.264, MJPEG 2000. Three special editions of Elecard Player SDK are issued. 

Elecard XMuxer SDK special edition contains source code of SimpleTrimmer sample, which is 
a video editing application based on Elecard XMuxer engine designed for professionals and 
enthusiasts to demultiplex, multiplex, and remultiplex MPEG-2 Transport and Program Streams 
with AVC/H.264 or MPEG-2 elementary streams inside. 

Elecard DVD SDK special edition provides source code of Elecard DVD Player sample, which 
allows you to play HD DVD video and DVD folders or media files (a list of files) from a 
directory of files copied from a DVD. 

Elecard Transcoder SDK. Software kit for programmers and prosumers to develop digital video 
applications  for  transcoding  and  multiplexing  media  data  from  files  and  digital  (DV) 
camcorders into different formats: DV, MPEG-2, AVC/H.264, MPEG-4, MP4, MJPEG2000. 
Elecard  Transcoder SDK comprises all  the  items  included  in  Elecard  Player  SDK  plus 
transcoding filters with appropriate samples. 

Elecard  Mobile  Converter SDK special  edition  contains  source  code  of  Elecard  Mobile 
Converter sample, which demonstrates the recoding and multiplexing of media data from files 
into MP4 format. The output file can contain 3GP, AVC/H.264, MPEG-4 video streams and 
AAC audio streams. It has predefined profiles to prepare media content for Sony PSP, Apple 
iPod and cell phones. 

Elecard  .NET Player  SDK  Software  kit  are  for  programmers  to  develop  digital  video 
applications within Microsoft® .NET Framework. Explains how to create media data playback 
applications supporting MPEG-2, MPEG-4, AVC/H.264 formats. 
´
Elecard .NET Transcoder SDK Software kit  are for programmers to  develop digital  video 
applications  within  Microsoft®  .NET  Framework.  Explains  how  to  create  media  data 
conversion and transcoding applications supporting MPEG-2, MPEG-4, AVC/H.264 formats. 
Elecard .NET Transcoder SDK comprises all the items included in Elecard .NET Player SDK 
plus transcoding filters with appropriate samples.

Elecard Transcoder SDK is software kit for programmers and prosumers to develop digital 
video applications for transcoding and multiplexing media data from files and digital (DV) 
camcorders into different formats: DV, MPEG-2, AVC/H.264, MPEG-4, MP4, MJPEG2000. 
Transcoder SDK contains all the items included in Elecard Player SDK plus the video and audio 
transcoder filters along with the transcoder and converter sample applications. 

http://www.elecard.com


Elecard Transcodert SDK comprises documentation, components (DirectShow filters and dlls), 
sample applications, API, and base classes that enable fast and easy development of reliable 
transcoding applications.

There are special editions of Elecard Transcoder and Player SDK. Each special edition contains 
all the regular items provided in the SDK AND source code of a sample application specific to 
this edition. General Application SDK does not provide source code of the sample application, 
provided  in  the  special  edition,  just  its  binary  version.  Special  editions  provide  a  clear 
understanding of how to build your own applications similar to the suggested sample.

Elecard license
Proprietary.

3.2.5 HDX4
Developer: JOMIGO GmbH
Web page: www.hdx4.com

HDX4 offer all-encompassing support for a veritable cornucopia of video codecs, including (but 
by no means limited to) MPEG 1/2/4 (of course, the latter in the older H.263 as well as the 
newest H.264/AVC styles).

As far as audio is concerned, they have AAC-LC, AAC-HE, ADPCM, AMR-NB and G.726 to 
choose between, and can choose further between an arsenal of container formats, such as 
AGP/AGPP, AVI, MP4 and ASF.

HDX4 technical details and features
HDX4 Video SDK
HDX4 can offer their well-known and proven video compression technology HDX4 MPEG4 
SDK – With features included such as HDX4 Upscaling, a filtering method which literally 
improves the quality of a video as it is enlarged, making quality portable movies from tiny clips 
taken for or from mobile phones, and even HD content from PAL/NTSC Video-DVDs.

Unlike older techniques, such as Spline, Lanczos or Gaussian (all of which are, of course, still 
compatible with and usable in their technology), HDX4 proprietary technology, ODU (Object 
Detection Upscaling) brings forth a level of quality previously unheard of without an incredible 
amount of money, effort, and extremely expensive hardware all according to their webpage.

Naturally, that which upscales can downscale as well allowing you to make necessary cuts to 
the bitrate without sacrificing picture quality.

Some other features of our HDX4 Video SDKs:

• Cropping: Enjoy a freely definable cropping area to remove unwanted parts of any 
given video

• Black Borders: Add black borders during video conversion and preserve the correct 
aspect ratio.

• User-defined background: Instead of black borders, you can use any pictures or graphics 
you so desire.

http://www.hdx4.com


• Automatic  color  background:  Add  borders  which,  instead  of  remaining  black, 
dynamically change colors based on the current video's color scheme. 

• Nonlinear adaptive stretching: With nonlinear adaptive stretching you can imbue your 
application with the functionality to change the size of a video, preserve the original 
aspect ratio, and avoid adding black borders or "cropping" parts of the video. Through 
fully  automatic intelligent  stretching  and  compressing, your  users  can  turn  a  4:3 
fullscreen video into a 16:9 widescreen, theater-style video. 

Please note: Just like with video processing, all of their sophisticated techniques to improve 
picture quality can be cross-applied to still images. Also all of their functions (with the single 
exception of ODU, Object Detection Upscaling) are able to be used in real-time application, 
which  makes  HDX4 ideal  for  usage  in,  for  example,  TV-,  player-,  capture-,  and  video 
conferencing-applications.  Better  still,  all  functions  are  designed to  be  portable,  allowing 
effortless implementation into hardware. 

Video-DVD  Transcoding,  Video-DVD  Authoring,  Video  Converting,  Streaming,  Video 
Upscaling/Downscaling, Natural Enhancement, Deinterlacing, Frame Rate Conversion, Audio 
Transforming, Branding, DRM, Meta Data, Cropping, Black Border Filter, Nonlinear Adaptive 
Stretching, and so on and so forth. 

All SDKs are compatible with Windows 2000/2003/XP & Vista, and rely on DirectShow.

Developer Toolkits
HDX4 MPEG4 SDK which they claim to be the fastest MPEG4 Codec. With several additional 
features, the HDX4 SDK is a complete package.

HDX4 h.264 SDK is HDX4 with H.264 technology.

HDX4 Video SDK is a complete package of highly innovative features.

HDX4  Photo  SDK with  their  powerful  upscaling,  as  well  as  their  Natural  Enhancement 
technology that can turn practically any snapshot into a small work of art. 

Add-On Modules:
HDX4 Video Cutter needed to cut video files without re-encoding them.

Benchmark tests of c't (a renowned german computer magazine), issue 05/2005 and Doom9.org 
showed that it was the fastest codec among the ones tested, with the downside of a slightly 
lesser encoding efficiency. It is, among others, compatible with DivX, XviD and Nero Digital.

As of now, the codec is more widely used in commercial fields, for example at Lufthansa, a 
german airline, and the Fraunhofer IGD in Darmstadt, Germany.  Fraunhofer IGD employs 
HDX4 for its video conferencing system Communitrust. Apart from the commercial field, there 
are also various consumer applications which can make use of the HDX4 codec, due to its 
support of  standard Windows interfaces. By using an application like  e.g.  MovieJack, the 
HDX4 codec can be used to convert a variety of video formats into content which is suitable for 
playback on mobile phones (3GPP), iPod or the PlayStation Portable.

In addition to the plain HDX4 codec, there are also several SDKs available, these encapsulate 
functionalities like the creation of content in MPEG-4, H.264, AAC, AMR-NB, G.726, 3GP, 



MP4, ASF formats and containers, as well as special functions like dynamic upscaling and 
picture optimization.

HDX4 license and price
Proprietary and please note: They do not have any firm prices for their SDKs. Each package is 
tailored to the needs of the customer, with special consideration given to the components and 
technological support required, as well as any special functions required or operating conditions 
that must be met. Prices are determined on a case-by-case basis.

3.2.6 Helix
Developer: Real Networks / Open Source Community
Web page: helixcommunity.org & http://www.realnetworks.com/resources/sdk/index.html

The free Helix DNA Producer SDK is a C++ SDK for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux that 
allows you to build an application that can create RealAudio and RealVideo from a variety of 
source inputs, and can edit and broadcast these formats. Helix DNA Producer Active X Control 
is also available for Visual Basic application development on Windows.

Helix technical details and features
The datatypes project contains the code necessary to parse, packetize, depacketize, decode, 
render and format various datatypes which can be streamed and played within the Helix DNA 
Server and Client. In addition, datatype modules in conjunction with filesystem modules, can 
also act as interfaces to external data providers such as CD/DVD players, video capture cards, 
format SDKs, other media engines or buffer resident media data. While datatype components 
plug  into  Helix  DNA Client  and  into  Helix  DNA Server  to  provide  datatype  specific 
functionality, this project also hosts its own framework (DtDriver) which provides standalone 
SDK that  enables datatype  and filesystem modules to  be leveraged in  a  number of  ways 
including universal meta-data and media-data extraction, decoding, transcoding, decryption, 
transcryption and transformatting at faster than real-time speeds.

Helix currently contains support for streaming and playback within Helix for the following 
datatypes:

• 3GPP-Rel6 file parsing and 3GPP-Rel6 audio and video playback
• 3G2 audio depacketizers and QCelp decoder hooks
• AAC and aacPlus decoder - More info
• AAC and aacPlus playback from .3gp, .m4a, .aac or .ra files and 3GPP, ISMA or ice-cast 

streams
• AMR-NB and AMR-WB audio playback from .3gp and .amr files and 3GPP streams
• ASX metafile parsing and playback
• FLASH4.0 playback from .swf files and Helix flash streams
• FLASH8.0 playback via integrated Flash Netscape plugin
• H.261 video from standard RTP streams
• H.263 video from .3gp files and standard RTP streams
• H.264 video from .3gp files and standard H.264 RTP streams
• I420 video rendering
• MJPEG video playback from .avi files
• MP3 audio playback from .mp3 files, standard RTP streams and shout-cast streams
• MP3 playlist parsing and playback

http://www.realnetworks.com/resources/sdk/index.html


• Helix MP3 Decoder - More Info
• Helix MP3 Encoder - Documentation
• MPEG1/2 file parsing
• MPEG4 audio and video playback from .mp4 or .3gp files and ISMA or 3GPP streams - 

More info
• Ogg Vorbis and Ogg Theora
• Uncompressed PCM from .wav, avi, .aiff or .au files and standard RTP streams
• PCM a-law and u-law from .wav, avi or .au files and standard RTP streams
• RAM metafile parsing and playback
• RGB video from .avi files
• RealAudio/RealVideo Codecs
• RealAudio 8 for Devices - More Info
• RealAudio and RealVideo playback from RealMedia file format and RealMedia streams 

(see also RealFormat-SDK)
• RealEvents and RealImageMap from .rm files and RealMedia streams
• RealText from .rt files and RealText streams
• SDP file parsing
• SMIL1.0/2.0 multimedia - More info
• Still images (JPEG, GIF, PNG, WBMP)
• Text - plain from .txt files
• TimedText from .3gpp files
• WindowMediaAudio9  (WMA9)  and  WindowsMediaVideo9  (WMV9)  playback from 

.asf,  .wmv,  and  .wma files  or  Windows Media RTSP streams (see  WindowsMedia 
Integration Group page)

• .bin file writing from any supported file format
• .m4a file writing from .m4a, .3gpp, .mp4, .aac or .ra files and encoder/transcoder
• .mpg file writing from .mpg files and transport streams
• .rm  or  .ra  file  writing  from  .rm,  .ra,  AAC-.3gpp,  AAC-.mp4  or  .aac  files  and 

encoder/transcoder
• .rmc container file writing for any supported linear datatype
• .xml file writing from any supported file format

The introduction of the Helix™ platform empowers you to develop solutions to fit your unique 
digital  media needs. Through the  Helix  community,  you can access the  most mature and 
expansive set of digital media application programming interfaces (APIs) available. Using the 
industry’s most extensive object model, with more than 1,000 interfaces and methods across the 
digital  media  delivery  chain,  you  can  write  plug-ins  and  custom  applications  in  the 
programming languages and environments of your choice.

The Helix platform consists of three components:

• Helix DNA Client -  the universal playback engine supporting the decode and playback of 
any format and on any operating system;

• Helix DNA Producer - the encoding engine and APIs that allow you to convert video and 
audio into digital media in a streamlined fashion.

• Helix DNA Server -  the core engine for digital media delivery that will enable you to 
build a server for any media format and any operating system you wish;



Helix DNA contains numerous interfaces for industry-recognized functionality, such as:

• Web-based administration
• bandwidth control
• access control lists
• a high-performance bit pump
• RTP and RTSP
• cache configuration
• live broadcasting
• network optimized file system

By using the Helix DNA, developers will be able to create new applications ranging from line 
of business applications that establish new business models to back-end applications that make 
your digital media management and encoding more powerful and efficient. With Helix DNA, 
developers  also  will  be  able  to  create  applications  to  support  and  enhance digital  media 
playback on any IP-enabled mobile or consumer device.

Helix DNA is both commercial-source and open-source
The  Helix  Community was  built  based  on  the  promise of  open-source and  the  inherent 
efficiency and effectiveness of the open-source paradigm. However, we are also mindful of the 
legitimate  concerns  of  commercial  businesses  that  are  wary  of  the  open-source  license 
requirements. To allay their concerns, we chose to create both a commercial-source and open-
source community. Since the Helix DNA platform has separate licenses for both communities, 
an optimum level of synergy can be attained while keeping the platform itself common and 
available for both communities.

Helix DNA is cross-platform
The Helix DNA platform is architected to be cross-platform and supports operating systems 
such as WIN32, Linux, Mac OSX, Symbian, SunOS and Windows Mobile as well as processors 
such as Intel x86, Sparc, AMD and ARM variants. Because of the cross-platform nature of 
Helix DNA, 85 - 90% of the code is shared across all platforms. A developer looking to port 
Helix DNA to a new platform would only have to port 10-15% of the code and the rest of the 
platform would be automatically functional. This leads to a very low cost of development and a 
quick time to market.

Helix license
Three source code licensees’ options exist:

• GNU General Public  License (GPL) -  the  "free software" license that  requires the 
developer to  make his/her entire work available under the  GPL or  GPL compatible 
license. -  NOTE- This license is  only available for the Helix DNA Client  and Helix 
Player, not the Helix DNA Server or Helix DNA Producer.

• RealNetworks Public Source License (RPSL) - the no-cost OSI-certified open source 
license that requires the developer to make his/her entire work available under the RPSL 
or a combination of the RPSL and a compatible open source license

• RealNetworks Community Source License (RCSL) -- which is the community source 
code  license  for  developers  and  business  entities  that  don't  want  to  put  their 
independently developed code back into the community.  The DNA Client and Server 
have associated royalties.



The RCSL has four flavors:

• Research and Development use the Helix DNA engine (free)
• Porting and Optimization of Source code of RealAudio and RealVideo
• Commercial distribution of Helix DNA and RealAudio/RealVideo
• Commercial  distribution  of  Real  Format  Client  Code  including  RealAudio  and 

RealVideo,

Helix price
How much does it cost to develop the Helix DNA Client?

Research & Development use are FREE under the commercial RCSL and the two option source 
licenses GPL and RPSL. 

Helix DNA Client Licensing Term Overview
Under the terms of the GPL, RPSL or the RCSL, you may license the Helix DNA Client for 
either Research & Development Use and/or Commercial Use. The pricing for Commercial Use 
under the RCLS is below.

Additionally, The RCSL Commercial Use licenses also grants you the Commercial Use rights to 
the Real Format Client Code but only when used in connection with the Helix DNA Client
The Helix DNA Client embodies the Click-to-Stream technology 

Helix Research & Development Use License
GPL: No cost
RPSL: No cost
RCSL: No cost

Commercial Use License
GPL: No cost
RPSL: No cost
RCSL:
 

Category of Device Helix DNA Client w/out Real 
Format Client Code

Helix DNA Client with Real 
Format Client Code

Windows-Based PC $0.50 / Unit, subject to an annual 
maximum payment of $5 million 

$0.50/ Unit

Other Devices $0.50 / Unit, subject to an annual 
maximum payment of $5 million 
per Device Manufacturer

$0.50 / Unit, subject to an 
annual maximum payment of $5 
million per Device 
Manufacturer

Notes:
There are NO MINIMUM shipment requirements for any of  the above categories. Above 
licenses are for decode only -- for free encode, see the Helix DNA Producer.  Above royalties 
apply for any combination of the Helix DNA and RealAudio or RealVideo codecs 

A non-refundable advance of $7500 against royalties is required within 15 days of the effective 
date of the agreement. Additional restrictions apply; see license for details 



3.2.7 QuickTime
Developer: Apple
Web page: developer.apple.com/quicktime/

QuickTime provides a rich API that helps your applications display, import and export, modify, 
and capture many kinds  of media, including  audio,  video, still  images, text,  Flash, MIDI, 
sprites, VR panoramas, and more. It works with local disk-based media, media accessed over a 
network, or streams of real-time data.

Using the QuickTime API, you can write programs that run on both Mac OS and Windows. 
Low or no support for Linux.

Similarly, media packaged as QuickTime movies play equally well on Mac OS and Windows, 
provided QuickTime is installed on the playback machine. A QuickTime movie can store any of 
the media types that QuickTime can play, including MP3 audio, JPEG images, MPEG-4 video, 
text, or any combination of such media.

QuickTime technical details and features
Your application can use QuickTime to:

• Open and play video movies, audio files, still images, and other media
• Edit and modify multimedia
• Translate still images from one format to another
• Compress audio, video, and still images in various formats
• Synchronize multiple media to a common time line
• Capture audio and/or video from an external device
• Save output from your application as a QuickTime movie
• Stream media over a LAN or the Internet
• Create and display virtual reality objects and panoramas

You can extend QuickTime's capabilities by writing new QuickTime components, often without 
rewriting any application code. For example, you can add support  for a  new media type, 
compression algorithm, or video digitizer card, simply by writing QuickTime components. In 
many cases, added components become available to existing applications transparently.

Most of the QuickTime API, and most of the documentation and sample code, are intended for 
procedural C or C++ programmers (Windows or Carbon frameworks). If you are programming 
in Java or Objective-C, you have direct access to high-level QuickTime capabilities, but you 
may need to make calls to the C/C++ API for access to lower-level functions. You may also 
need to read some C/C++ documentation and sample code.

QuickTime license
Licensing options are available for:

• Distribution of QuickTime 7 with Software and Multimedia Products



• The QuickTime 7 SDA Software agreement is available for software developers, game 
developers  and  multimedia  producers  whose  products  require  that  the  user  have 
QuickTime installed.

Note: QuickTime is not available for distribution on "freeware" compilation CDs.

• Adding a Software or Multimedia Title to an Existing QuickTime 7 SDA
• To add a product title to an existing QuickTime 7 license, you'll need to download and 

complete the  QuickTime 7  Supplement to  Exhibit  A form (PDF).  The distribution 
license for  your  new product  is  effective upon our  receipt  and acceptance of  the 
supplement.

• Distribution of QuickTime 7 Within an Organization
• The  QuickTime  7  Site  License  agreement  (PDF)  is  available  for  businesses  and 

universities who wish to install the QuickTime player on machines owned or leased by 
their organization.

• Note: To distribute QuickTime within your organization with a multimedia CD ROM 
title, you must use the QuickTime SDA Software agreement (PDF).

• Distribution of QuickTime 7 with Personal Computers
• Licensing is  available for  PC developers who plan to  manufacture a  product  with 

QuickTime pre-installed on the hard drive. Contact Software Licensing for details.

• QuickTime File Format License (PDF)
• To be used by consumer electronics manufacturers who use the QuickTime format in 

their products.  All  other developers interested in using  the QuickTime File Format 
should contact Software Licensing with details about their products.

• Distribution of QuickTime 7 Pro
• Special approval is required. If your hardware or software product requires that users 

have the Pro version of QuickTime, contact Software Licensing for details.

3.2.8 VP7 (SDK)
Developer: On2
Web page: www.on2.com

The On2 VP7 technology is On2’s most advanced codec to date. It provides the best quality of 
any codec on the market today (better than H.264, MPEG4, and Windows Media) at datarates 
from dial-up to high-definition. It encodes quicker, decodes in fewer cycles, and is less complex 
than the standards-based codecs used by our competitors. They offer several SDKs for building 
VP7 into applications according to their webpage.

VP7 technical details and features
Truemotion Codec SDKs
All of their codec SDKs are easy to program, offer video quality and compression ratios that 
exceed H.264, MPEG4, and Windows Media, and come backed by their world-class developer 
support services. 

http://www.on2.com


On2 Codec SDKs
On2’s codec SDKs enable you to build On2's video and audio codecs directly into applications. 
The codec SDKs are provided in a "low level" library form so that you can encode and decode 
video frames embedded your application with complete control and minimum overhead. The 
VP7 Codec SDKs are the lowest level building block for VP7 applications. It is also available 
for Macintosh. 

On2 VP7 VFW Codec 
The On2 VP7 VFW SDK enables you to quickly and flexibly build On2 codec support into 
applications  using  the  popular  Microsoft  Video for  Windows (VFW) interface.  The VFW 
solution is not as fully featured as the Encoder SDK but is easy to use and is fully compatible 
with VFW-compliant video processing utilities like Adobe Premiere, VirtualDub, Cleaner, and 
others. The VFW Codec SDK also gives you access to the VP7 DirectShow Playback filter.

Another crucial component of the SIP AV SDK is On2 Technologies' TrueMotion VP7 codec, 
which is the world's best video compressor. The VP7 codec provides the highest quality of any 
codec on the market today at data rates from dial-up to high-definition. It encodes quicker, 
decodes in fewer cycles, and is more efficient than the standards-based codecs used by other 
companies.

The SIP AV SDK assists developers by simplifying many of the intricate details of a multimedia 
softclient by providing an easy to use and easy to implement solution.  Its superior features,  
unbeatable voice and video quality, as well as its flexible and powerful API capability allows 
developers to employ a broad portfolio of applications.

Key Features

Supports simultaneous, multi-party calls
Hold / Mute 
Full Featured Call Transfer
Tone Generation (DTMF, busy, ring 
back, etc.)
Volume control
Selectable audio input device, speaker 
device, 
and ringer device
Logical separation between ringer and 
speaker
Silent Call Forwarding and Rejection
Play audio and video from file
Bind to specific network interfaces
RTP suppression on mute
Configurable Port (UDP, TCP, and RTP)
Caller ID
Line authentication
DNS SRV timeout control
SIP Proxy control
Rport / Symmetric Signaling
Integrated STUN, TURN and ICE 
support

APIs

TAPI-like API
SIP APIs for sending and receiving SIP 
INFO method messages
SIP APIs for subscribing and publishing 
state
Robust Media Processing
Packet Loss Concealment
Voice Activity Detection
Comfort Noise Generation
Acoustic Echo Cancellation
Jitter Management
Automatic Gain Control
Noise Suppression
Real-time compression
Multi-bit rate support
Support for Video for Windows (VFW) 
and
Direct Show

Supported Standards

lRFC3261 compliant SIP stack
lRFC2833 Out of band DTMF



OS Support

WIN32 and MacOS
All standard audio codecs (e.g.,  G.711, 
G.723, G.729, etc) 

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Audio Visual SDK
Integrated Voice and Video communications have become an integral part of the next generation 
of  technology  for  IP  telephony.  The  Session  Initiation  Protocol  Audio  Visual  Software 
Development Kit (SIP AV SDK) provides an intuitive programming interface for application 
developers who want to provide value-added solutions on top of a comprehensive voice and 
video infrastructure.

This C Application Programming Interface (API) for voice and video communications over IP 
combines Pingtel's industry-leading SIP communications technology, Global IP Sound's proven, 
high-quality speech processing technology, and On2 Technologies' state of the art video codecs 
in  a  complete  solution  that  simplifies  the  development of  feature-rich voice  and  video 
applications.

VP7 target environment
The SIP AV SDK is intended for software developers who would like to build a video soft 
phone, or add video soft phone-like features to their existing products. It serves as the building 
block for a fully functional, feature-rich solution suited for carrier-class or enterprise grade 
telephony systems.

On2's VP6 codec is the core video technology in the Macromedia Flash 8 family of products, 
and we are the exclusive provider of software development kits (SDKs) for On2 VP6 for Flash 
video encoding. Their On2 Flix Engine software enables developers to build innovate server-
based Flash video encoding applications on Windows or Linux, while their On2 Flix SDK for 
DirectShow makes  integrating  Flash encoding  into  Windows applications  quick  and  easy 
through the DirectShow(R) interface.

They are also taking their video technology into entirely new markets. They recently announced 
plans to develop and deploy their On2 Mobile technology in China, and their On2 Session 
Initiation Protocol Audio Visual (SIP AV) SDK provides an intuitive programming interface for 
application  developers  who  want  to  provide  value-added  video  solutions  on  top  of  a 
comprehensive voice and video infrastructure.

VP7 license
Proprietary.

3.2.9 Leadtools (SDK)
Developer: Leadtools
Web page: www.leadtools.com
Version: .15

LEADTOOLS Multimedia SDK. 
Add multimedia functionality such as capture, play and edit, as well as the latest DirectShow 
filters and multimedia file support - load/convert to and from many formats (AVI, MPEG-2, 
MPEG-1, ISO (MP4, 3GPP, AAC, AVC1, MOV), ASF, WMV , WAV, WMA,  OGG, and more). 
Get programmatic control over multimedia processors, compressors, video and audio inputs, 

http://www.leadtools.com


types and sub-types; as well as increased camera control (brightness, contrast, zoom, etc); more 
flexible capturing options and much more.

Leadtools technical details and features

• Multimedia Capture. Create applications that can capture from WDM, native DirectShow 
including DV, Video for Windows capture devices, control DV devices, etc.

• Multimedia  Playback. Create  applications  that  can  play  all  formats  supported  by 
DirectShow.  Get  support  for  DVD navigation,  saving  player  settings  to  files  and 
streams, etc.

• Multimedia Conversion and Compression. Add features to your application so your 
users can convert to and from AVI, Windows Media content, WAVE, and MPEG1 Audio 
(MP3) formats, select DV devices for output, etc.

• Multimedia File Formats. Add support for the most popular multimedia formats (AVI, 
MPEG-2, MPEG-1, ISO (MP4, 3GPP, AAC, AVC1, MOV), ASF, WMV , WAV, WMA, 
OGG, and more).

• Create and play files based on ISO media format (MP4, 3GPP, AAC, AVC1, MOV). 
These files are used by most common portable media players (like iPOD, PSP, ZEN, 
Zune, etc) and the new generation of mobile phones.

• DirectShow Filters. LEADTOOLS Multimedia includes DirectShow compliant filters 
for a wide variety tasks allowing you to develop powerful and versatile multimedia 
applications.

    Processing Filters

• Text Overlay filter
• Frame Rate Control filter
• De-interlace filter
• Video Resize filter
• Video Crop filter
• Video Callback filter
• Video Rotation filter

    DVD Filters

• DVD Writer (Create DVD Images)
• DVD Burner

    Network and Stream Filters

• LEAD MPEG-2 Transport UDP Source
• Network source filter
• Network Multiplexer filter



• Network Demultiplexer filter
• Network Sink Filter
• Network protocol manager filter

    Multiplexers / Demultiplexers

• LEAD ISO Demultiplexer
• LEAD ISO Multiplexer
• LEAD MPEG-2 Program Demultiplexer
• LEAD MPEG-2 Transport Demultiplexer
• LEAD OGG Multiplexer

• Product Demos
• LEADTOOLS Multimedia includes many demos with  source code to help you get 

started with your own development project.
• Audio Video Detection demo
• Audio replace demo
• MediaInfo demo
• MPEG-2 Transport demo and more

Leadtools add-on modules
The LEADTOOLS DVD Module extends  the LEADTOOLS Multimedia toolkit  by adding 
functionality  for  programmatically burning,  converting,  playing and creating  DVD images 
including LEAD MPEG-2 Standard Video Codec (Encoder/Decoder), and several DirectShow 
filters.

The LEADTOOLS Video Streaming Module is perfect for developers who need to serve Video 
on  Demand  across  the  Internet  or  via  Intranets,  or  create  custom  video  conferencing 
applications and utilities.  The LEADTOOLS Video Streaming Module includes the LEAD 
H.264 Standard Encoder/Decoder and the MPEG-4 Standard Encoder/Decoder. All the tools 
you need to provide streaming multimedia content via the web. 

The MPEG-2 Transport Demultiplexer Modules have everything you need to create custom 
MPEG-2 transport stream applications and utilities. Perfect for developers who need to capture 
live streams from UDP sources such as surveillance cameras and hardware encoders.

The LEADTOOLS Video Streaming Module is perfect for developers who need to serve Video 
on  Demand  across  the  Internet  or  via  Intranets,  or  create  custom  video  conferencing 
applications and utilities. This SDK module offers an unsurpassed multimedia experience at a 
toolkit level while at the same time reducing bandwidth requirements by taking advantage of 
LEAD’s video and audio codecs. You can serve multimedia files using a standard IIS web 
server or with Microsoft Media server using LEAD's DMO Encoders. DMO (DirectX Media 
Object), are encoders built using DirectShow that can be used from within Windows Media 
Server for compressing files and/or streaming content.

Developers can also use  the Video Streaming Module to  create a  variety  of  Client/Server 
applications using several different configurations. For example, applications can be created 
where you have a single server sending audio/video to multiple clients, i.e. multicast or web 
cast for Web broadcasting. Additionally, security/surveillance applications can be created where 



you have multiple capture points sending video to a single source. Click here to see graphical 
representations  of:  Single  Server/Multiple  Clients,  Single  Client/Multiple  Servers,  or 
Traditional Video Conferencing.

Leadtools license and prices
The license of Leadtools is proprietary.

LEADTOOLS Multimedia SDK 
$595

   
LEADTOOLS DVD Module 
$295*

LEADTOOLS Video Streaming Module
$295*

LEADTOOLS MPEG-2 Transport Demultiplexer Module
(MPEG-2 only)

 
LEADTOOLS MPEG-2 Transport Demultiplexer Module
(MPEG-2, MPEG-4, H.264 and AAC) 
*Requires runtime licensing based on the deployment of the application you develop. Several 
purchase options are available.

The LEADTOLS Multimedia SDK cost  $595 and it  is  royalty free. The Multimedia SDK 
includes an evaluation version of all the LEAD Codecs and Filters. If you decide to use any of 
the filters or codecs they require runtime licenses. I have attached the runtime price schedule for 
you to review. The LEADTOOLS Video Streaming Module cost $295 and it requires runtime 
licenses.

3.3 Decision
Again, as it  became clear during this time of work, the single most important part of the 
compilation was the license bit  and their  cost plan. During the same meeting as when the 
decision of the codec they took a decision based on the material gathered so far in this report. 
The On2 SDK, although one of the best, had already been discarded with the rejection of VP7 
and VP6 codec and more followed quickly when Woize Ltd. heard about  their costs  and 
licenses.  See  table  1. Remaining was  the  LGPL licensees  and  Helix.  After  some  fine 
scrutinizing of the proprietary license of Helix and, some math, Helix also were discarded. Of 
the ones remaining the selection fell on GStreamer for its plug-in abilities, license policy and its 
Theora and RTP support. It also has support for Ffmpeg which was the other API remaining 
together with GStreamer.

Now the work was aimed at delving into the world of GStreamer and getting it to work on 
Windows which was said to be somewhat difficult and, hopefully implement a prototype for 
video calls between two computers. The first objective however, was to learn about GStreamer 
and its relation to Windows.

4 GStreamer
“GStreamer is  a  library  that  allows  the  construction  of  graphs  of  
media-handling components, ranging from simple Ogg/Vorbis playback 



to complex audio (mixing) and video (non-linear editing) processing. 
Applications  can  take  advantage of  advances in  codec  and  filter 
technology transparently. Developers can add new codecs and filters by 
writing a simple plugin with a clean, generic interface. GStreamer is  
released under the LGPL.”

This is a direct quote from the GStreamer web page. It is a good summary of what GStreamer is 
about and what it is best suited for. GStreamer is very versatile and can be used in many ways 
thanks to the way it uses its pipeline and that one are able to build your own plug-ins to be used 
in it. This chapter will try to describe the different parts of GStreamer, how they work together 
and the issues it produces when building it on Windows. It will not however, try to explain how 
to write applications based on GStreamer.  For that there is a good manual on GStreamer’s 
webpage and, from which most of this information is taken.

4.1 GStreamer and its packages
It is originally written for UNIX machines but is now considered to be a cross platform solution 
with support both for Macintosh and Windows. The support of Macintosh has not been studied 
in this report unlike Windows, which will be described later in section 4.6. In a short disclosure 
the support for Windows is not that great yet. In Linux however, it is very renowned and many 
big media applications for the Linux platform has been developed in GStreamer, for example 
amaroK, avisynth 3.0, Flumotion and Kaffeine. 

GStreamer  is  written  in  the  C programming language. Although, C in  itself  is  not  object 
oriented, GStreamer is highly object oriented. They achieve this by using the GObject object 
system provided by GLib which makes it possible to write C applications completely object 
oriented. They have chosen C for several technical reasons which are stated below in a list 
copied from their FAQ.

• C is extremely portable.
• C is fast.
• It is easy to make language bindings for libraries written in C. 
• The GObject object system provided by GLib implements objects in C, in a portable, 

powerful way. This library provides for introspection and runtime dynamic typing. It is a 
full OO system, but without the syntactic sugar. If you want sugar, take a look at GOB.

• Use of C integrates nicely with Gtk+ and GNOME. Some people like this a lot, but 
neither Gtk+ nor GNOME are required by GStreamer.

Further on, one of GStreamer’s biggest goals is to support every imaginable media format, that 
is however not fulfilled as of yet. Though, it shows their ambition and if they would succeed 
GStreamer could become one of the best platforms for building your cross-platform media 
application. GStreamer is not suitable to integrate into an already existing program; instead it is 
supposed to be used as  the backbone of your application. The key reason for this  is  that 
GStreamer  encapsulates the  media stream in  its  pipeline  making  it  difficult  accessing the 
content of the stream outside the GStreamer framework. This is at the same time GStreamer’s 
greatest advantage; inside its framework you have complete control over the stream and can 
manipulate it in any way you want. What and how the pipeline is and works is described from 
section 4.2 and onwards.



4.1.1 gstreamer and gst-plugins-base
There are two main packages that lay the foundation of GStreamer; gstreamer and gst-plugins-
base.  gstreamer contains  the  headers,  core  library  and  elements  and,  is  essential  to  get 
GStreamer up and running. Though, only using this package will not get you very far. With the 
addition of the package gst-plugins-base you will have access to the base elements for building 
a simple ordinary media player. The base plug-in package is well-maintained, well-groomed 
and has good documentation. It has a wide range of video and audio encoders, decoders and 
filters included, plus helper libraries and classes for writing elements. These packages are also 
guaranteed to have LGPL license.

With the gstreamer package comes two very important tools. gst-launch and gst-inspect.  gst-
launch is  a  command line tool for building your own pipeline in  a  command prompt (or 
terminal) with which elements you want, without having to implement a whole program just for 
testing your pipeline. gst-inspect is a tool for inspecting elements and plug-ins to see what sort 
of element it is, what properties it has and how to interact with it. These tools are invaluable 
when working with GStreamer. 

4.1.2 gst-plugins-good
This set of plug-ins is considered to be of good quality, both code and correct functionality 
wise.  The  plug-ins  also  has  the  license LGPL for  the  code or  LGPL-compatible  for  the 
supporting library. With this package you get even more encoders, decoders and filters.

4.1.3 gst-plugins-ugly
The ugly plug-ins is also a good set of plug-ins as with gst-plugins-good. The difference is that 
the ugly package has distribution problems. The licenses on either the plug-in or the supporting 
libraries might not be the way GStreamer like it. For instance the code might be known to 
present patent problems. Examples of plug-ins in this package are MP3 lame encoder, MP3 mad 
decoder, MPEG video parser and Realmedia stream demuxer.

4.1.4 gst-plugins-bad
This set does not have good quality. The plug-ins might be close to good but they are missing 
something. It could be that they are lacking good documentation, code review, a set of tests, a 
real live maintainer or actual wide use.

4.1.5 Miscellaneous packages
Then there are a few other packages that could come in handy. gst-ffmpeg is a plug-in based on 
the libraries of FFmpeg and, includes several encoders and decoders of many codecs. There is 
also gst-editor, which is a graphical pipeline editor and, gst-python, which contains bindings for 
the python language. The  gst-editor could really come in use when building really complex 
pipelines, although the editor is not anywhere complete yet.

So which of these is needed when building a media program? Well, actually it is just the two 
first and, depending on what your program is supposed to do you could just add these packages 
as needed, just keep an eye on the licenses of the plug-ins.

4.2 Elements and its “glue”
This section describes two of the most important objects in GStreamer. Getting great knowledge 
about these objects is essential when working with GStreamer.



4.2.1 Elements
Elements are the most important class object in GStreamer. Elements are linked together in a 
chain with each other to create a pipeline. Each element has its own specific function, like 
capturing video, reading data from a file, encoding a video stream or displaying the video on the 
monitor. By chaining the elements together, a pipeline is created that does a specific task like 
media playback or video capture. Even though GStreamer ships with a wide range of elements 
there is also a possibility to write your own element.

Elements can be considered to be a black box. Something goes in one end and something else 
comes out the other end. There are three types of elements. The first one is the source elements 
that do not accept data but only generates it. For instance an element that reads from a file. 
These are the ones that start the pipeline. The second type is the elements that both receive and 
send data onwards. To this category filters, converters, muxers, demuxers and codecs belong. 
The third and last type of elements is the sinks. These, as you can figure out, brings up the rear 
of the pipeline. They only accept data and then send them to the operating system for, for 
example, soundcard playback or video output.

Figure 1 – Visualizations of the source, filter and sink elements from the Gstreamer application manual.

Since elements are objects they also have properties with which you can manipulate them. This 
is done through the GObject object system. These properties are very important for some of the 
elements. All elements have their own unique properties and possible inherited methods. For 
example, an encoder element could have several properties for tweaking the quality and bitrate 
of the resulting encoded data stream.

However it  is  not as  easy as it  sounds by just  putting together a  pipeline with arbitrarily 
elements. The elements that are to be used in the pipeline have to fit together. For example, take 
a pipeline that is supposed to decode an Ogg Vorbis file and play it on your system. The source 
element reads an Ogg file and then sends it on to the element that is supposed to decode the 
stream. The sink element can not be an element that is supposed to display video. If this setup is 
the case the pipeline will not link and the program stops. All this is controlled by the elements’ 
glue or jacks, the so called pads.

4.2.2 Pads
Pads are used for negotiating links and data flow between elements. It is the pads that allow the 
elements to link with each other and also the port through which the data flows. Pads also have 
specific data capabilities restricting which kind of data that can flow through it. Links between 
two pads are only allowed when the data types of the pads are compatible and this is negotiated 
during the process of caps negotiation. Caps are the capabilities of the pads, i.e. the data types it 
accept.

There are two main types of pads. Source pads, which are the pads that holds the data types of 
the data that can stream out of an element, and sink pads, which holds the data types of the data 



that can be accepted by an element. Sink elements has only sink pads and source elements has 
only source pads since they both only allow either data flowing out of or into them.

Pads can also have attributes such as being always pads, sometimes pads, request pads or ghost 
pads. The three first describes the availability of the pads and gives the programmer an idea on 
how to implement elements with these pads and ghost pads are somewhat more complicated but 
are often used with bin objects which are a container for elements and has no pads of its own. 
So if you have two bins that should be linked together ghost pads would have to be created for 
the bins to be able to connect to each other.

4.3 The pipeline
As was stated in the last paragraph, bins are containers for elements. A pipeline is a subtype of a 
bin that allows execution of all its contained elements. Also because a bin is a subclass of 
elements themselves, it can be controlled in the same way as you control an element. This 
abstracts a lot of the complexity in your application. For example, by changing the state of your 
bin (pipeline) you change the state of all its child elements too. It also forwards the messages 
and signals from its contained elements such as error messages or EOS messages.

A pipeline is a top-level bin and as you change state to PLAYING or PAUSED data flow will 
start and media processing will take place. Once started, a pipeline will run in its own thread 
until you stop it or until the media stream reaches its end.

Having just one main object or element, in this case the pipeline, to manage in your application 
makes implementing an application much easier than having to manage all elements separately. 
Through this abstraction you are able to completely control your application without having to 
delve into all the details in the different elements. Besides from starting and stopping the media 
stream you can search in the stream and do many other things which are described in the next 
section.

4.4 Advanced concepts
GStreamer has a few advanced features that really make GStreamer interesting. Unfortunately 
these have not been tested during the course of this thesis by reasons later described in chapter 
five and, are therefore described briefly. None the less these features are very important as to 
what they have to offer the scope that covers this report.

4.4.1 Position tracking and seeking
GStreamer has a built in system for getting the position of media stream or the progress of a 
transcoding application and thus letting the programmer be able to give feedback to the user. 
This system is called querying. Querying is defined as requesting a specific stream-property 
related to progress tracking such as stream length (if available) and getting the current position. 
The format that is retrieved can be in several formats including time, byte and video frames. 
Seeking is done in a similar fashion, but instead it  uses events instead of queries. Seeking 
should only be used when the pipeline is in PAUSED or PLAYING mode and it can response on 
slider movement. This would not be of much interest to Woize since it handles streaming video 
which has no stream length or a definite end. 

4.4.2 Metadata
GStreamer has support for two types of metadata. The first type is the non-technical one which 
contains author, artist and album information. The second is more technical and, describes video 



size, audio sample rate, codecs used and so on. GStreamer can both read and write  these 
metadata.

4.4.3 Interfaces
Interfaces in GStreamer are for the interaction between application and elements and there are 
some complicated use cases for which GStreamer uses interfaces based on the Glib GInterface 
type. Examples of these are the URI interface, the Mixer interface, the Color Balance interface 
and the X Overlay interface. The names should give a clue on what they do.

4.4.4 Clocks in GStreamer
Clocks in GStreamer are used to maintain synchronization in the pipeline. There are certain 
elements in GStreamer that acts like a clock provider. Its primary task is to represent the time 
progress based on its own playback rate. If no clock provider is available in the pipeline the 
system clock is used instead. Reading from [5]:

“Clock providers  exist  because they  play  back media at  some rate,  and  this  rate  is  not 
necessarily the same as the system clock rate. Therefore, generally, pipelines with an audio 
output use the audiosink as clock provider. This ensures that one second of video will be played 
back at the same rate as that the soundcard plays back 1 second of audio. The clock provider is 
responsible for making sure that the clock time always represents the current media time as 
closely as possible; it has to take care of things such as playback latencies, buffering in audio-
kernel modules, and so on, since all those could affect a/v sync and thus decrease the user 
experience.

The clock slaves’ task  is  to  make sure that  media playback follows the  time progress as 
represented by this clock as closely as possible. For most elements, that will simply mean to 
wait until a certain time is reached before playing back their current sample.”

4.4.5 Dynamic Controllable Parameters
The controller subsystem offers a lightweight way to adjust gobject properties over stream-time. 
It works by using time-stamped value pairs that are queued for element-properties. At run-time 
the elements continuously pull values changes for the current stream-time.

4.4.6 Threads
GStreamer is inherently multithreaded and, is fully thread safe. But most threading internals are 
hidden from the application which should make application development easier. However, there 
is support to force the use of multiple threads over the pipeline in GStreamer.

This is  what you might want to do when synchronizing video and audio output. By using 
threads they  will  both  run  independently  thus  making synchronization better.  The  use  of 
multiple threads is  done through the special queue element which incorporates the classic 
provider/receiver model. It can also be used for scheduling where push-based is the scheme 
which GStreamer uses in most cases.

4.4.7 Autoplugging
Autoplugging  is  the  concept  of  automatically  detect  the  media type which is  played in  a 
pipeline and chose the right element from all the available elements in the system. GStreamer 
does this by its autopluggers and it support both codecs and transcoding. But it can also, thanks 
to  its  high  adaptability,  be extended to  support other media types without  changes to  the 
autopluggers. It is a very complex process but very useful when it comes to making a media 



application that is supposed to support many media formats and, also suitable when wanting to 
be able switching codecs in your application.

4.4.8 Pipeline manipulation
This is the concept of how to manipulate your pipeline in a bit of an “ugly” or “hackish” way. 
This meaning that one should be an able programmer to understand this part of the GStreamer 
Application Manual. Things that can be done within this topic are how to insert data into a 
pipeline  from your application, how to  read data from a  pipeline, how to  manipulate  the 
pipeline's speed, length, starting point and how to listen to a pipeline's data processing.

This is not all of the features in GStreamer but perhaps the more important ones. As stated 
before all this and much more can be read in [5].

4.5 Plug-ins
A plug-in is really only a file container for elements. It can hold one or more elements and there 
is a well written manual on how to make your own plug-ins. Installing a plug-in is very simple. 
Just put them with the other plug-ins and GStreamer automatically updates its plug-in registry 
and also load them dynamically during run-time. 

Writing your own plug-in however, is not as easy as writing a GStreamer application. You 
should have a  good understanding on how GStreamer works and, also a  little bit  on how 
GObject works. Trying to do this without that knowledge and with little experience with C is 
not recommended which was discovered during this project.

4.6 GStreamer on Windows
As is hinted earlier in the report, getting GStreamer to run on Windows is not that easy and, 
especially for someone that is not that at home with C/C++ as is the case for the author of this 
report. Since GStreamer did not have compiled binaries for Windows to download from their 
web page the suggested method was to download the source code and compile it oneself. All the 
packages come with Visual Studio (VS) solution and project files when the source code is 
downloaded which sounds like a good place to start at.

However, trying to compile with these VS files is easier said than done. A small part of the time 
was spent on learning some of the concepts and features of the Visual Studio environment 
previously not encountered by the author. However, this was not a real issue and, was quickly 
out of the way. Very soon it was clear that for the packages to compile it had some dependencies 
that it needed first in order to be able to compile.

4.6.1 Dependencies
There are a  few external libraries that  GStreamer depends  upon. These are  GLib, libxml,  
libgettext and libiconv. Finding the right versions of the libs seemed to be hardest part, while 
compiling those that needed it went without any real problems. Another library that is needed 
for just a few elements is liboil. This library is a little bit trickier to compile since it lacks VS 
files. Thankfully a compiled binary of the liboil library was found which made things easier. 
Also, for the Ogg plug-ins to work one needs the Ogg libraries from Xiph.org.

This  however,  is  still  not  sufficient  to  be  able  to  compile  GStreamer.  There  are  some 
compiler/linking tools that are needed too, as the Gnu tools Flex and Bison. Fortunately these 
were available as binaries for Windows in the GnuWin32 package.



4.6.2 Early problems and fixes
This section describes how the author tried to get GStreamer to work on Windows early during 
the process of this thesis. This part of the process took a large amount of time from the project 
and could perhaps have been sped-up if the author had had more knowledge with Linux or 
C/C++. Though, the real problems actually were stemmed from GStreamer’s lack of support for 
Windows.

After the dependencies had been fixed it was time to compile GStreamer. A number of problems 
occurred one after another. When compiling the first stage, i.e. the core, two of the files that 
were supposed to be auto generated were not. Discovering  that this was the problem took a 
couple of days and fixing it almost as long. These two files that were missing, the marshal files, 
a .c and .h file had to be found or generated as the situation had developed. Searching the 
Internet, the missing files were found although the .h file was of an older version. But with 
some easy changes to the file it was up to date.

Though, when trying to run one of the GStreamer tools, such as the gst-launch or gst-inspect, a 
runtime error occurred. A small “hack” was made to the GStreamer code to avoid the error. This 
was done with the intent just to make the tools run, which they did. From the manual [5] the 
example program was copied and compiled to test a “self-written” program and once more a 
runtime error occurred. Again a “hack” was applied to walk around the error and, to see if it was 
possible to create a functional pipeline. The pipeline element was the only element out of five 
that could be created mainly because at the time only the gstreamer base package had been 
compiled. 

A lot of time was spent compiling the different projects in the VS files from all the different 
packages where solution files included as much as 23 projects in one file and, that they all had 
to be compiled separately because of the many projects’ compile errors that had to be dealt with, 
among which were problems similar to the marshal files. Though, it can be said that it is not 
necessary to compile all of the projects. You could choose to only compile the ones you require 
since all projects create a separate .dll file for each project.

As the work progressed it was clear that the element support for Windows was severely lacking. 
Almost no sink or source elements were included that could be used on Windows, making the 
implementation of the reference program looking far more complicated. The ones that did work 
were types such as a file source and fake sinks and sources. 

However, it soon was clear that the earlier “hacks” were causing problems in terms of the 
functionality of the GStreamer framework, which of course was to expect. Reversing the last 
one of the “hacks” could be done without the example program throwing runtime exceptions. 
But reversing the first of the “hacks” still threw a runtime error. However, all the elements 
except the sink element were created in the example program with the first “hack” applied and 
the second removed. 

None of the sinks that came with GStreamer worked on Windows, since they are all specific for 
Linux drivers and OS. So to be able to play sound or video on Windows through GStreamer a 
new plug-in  had to  be  implemented or  finding  one that  did  work on  Windows.  Reading 
GStreamer’s web page a little bit more thorough, a confirmation was found that stated it had no 
support for sinks in Windows. So once all of GStreamer was compiled there still was a big 
problem unresolved with the implementation of the prototype since it was impossible without 
proper plug-ins for Windows capturing source elements and Windows video sink elements.



4.6.3 The correct way
A few weeks further into the project the author found two separate ways  on  how to  get 
GStreamer up and running on Windows and, both different from the Visual Studio method. One 
adhered to the author’s lack of knowledge in the Linux universe and, thus missed during the 
projects first weeks. The second was found on a complete fluke where a website that provides 
GStreamer binaries for Windows was stumbled upon.

Without trying the method on GStreamer, but on liboil, the first method seemed far easier than 
trying to compile through Visual Studio. What you need is to install a Linux environment such 
as MSYS or Cygwin and the MinGW C/C++ compiler on Windows and, through this virtual 
Linux environment compile GStreamer as you would do in Linux itself. The result for doing it 
on liboil when this method was discovered was not without problems but not near as much as 
with Visual Studio. Even though it was never tried on GStreamer itself it should work better 
than using Visual Studio which is also what others have been stating on the GStreamer mailing 
lists.

The absolutely best method by far is by downloading already compiled binaries for Windows. 
All you need to do is to install them and the dependencies and you are set to go. Also, when 
these were found they came with support for sinks and sources through the DirectX library. 
These plug-ins which are called libdirectdraw and libdirectsound will be included in the next 
version  of  the  gst-plugins-bad  package.  This  also  might  indicate  a  levitated  support  for 
Windows in the coming version of GStreamer making the Visaul Studio method a better choice 
when compiling for Windows.

One last thing that has not been mentioned is that in order to make Windows find the GStreamer 
framework during runtime an environment path has to be installed in the PATH variable to the 
GStreamer binaries.

5 Developing the reference model
After setting up GStreamer on Windows and realizing that no sinks or that an element for 
capturing video on Windows where available the work was set out to trying and find third part 
elements that could. After digging around the Internet sink elements for Windows was found, 
actually an earlier version of the same libraries discussed in the previous section, and, thus it 
was possible to play sound and video on Windows. 

However, without being able to capture video the prototype seemed far away. The possible 
solutions at the time was to try and find an element that could capture video, write a plug-in or 
move to Linux for further developing. Writing a plug-in of its own was soon dropped after an 
attempt without proper knowledge on how to do it. Though the author followed the plug-in 
writing manual it was difficult getting a simple plug-in to work. It should also be mentioned that 
this was done before the compiled binaries for Windows were in use. The time it would take 
would  be  too  long and before residing to  Linux development it  was decided to  keep on 
searching. 

It gave results and, two GStreamer video capture elements were found, one being part of the lib 
libdscapture and the other being named videotestsrc, which is the same name as one of the core 
elements, but it had been modified by Nokia to capture video using the same Windows lib 
dscapture as the libdscapture uses. Both of them could be compiled but the only one that did not 
throw an error during runtime was the videotestsrc although, it did not work at the time. Why it 
did not work although, GStreamer could recognize it could not be resolved at the time.



Now after all the troubles that had been encountered when setting up GStreamer on Windows 
and getting the required elements to work, a decision to move on to Linux and Fedora Core 6 
were  made.  Here  there  were  no  problem setting  up  GStreamer,  it  was  just  a  matter  of 
downloading the packages and installing them. Though, there was one problem with versions of 
packages not being up to date. But first a look into how Theora could be tweaked for getting the 
best quality at different resolutions and bitrates was done.

5.1 Theora encoding tweaks
Since the work with GStreamer stalled on Windows, there was no way to progress with the 
prototype, the focus shifted to at first examine the encoding tweaks of Theora instead of letting 
the project grind to a complete halt. This was done on Windows with an encoding program 
called  ffmpeg2theora  which can  be  downloaded from Theora’s  webpage. It  is  a  console 
program which lets the user encode video clips of different quality and codec. There are several 
variables that can be tweaked in the program, including bitrate, quality and frequency of key-
frames.

Woize Ltd. had a list of properties they wanted to test and, that were the most interesting for 
them. The resolutions that were of interest are 320x240 and 640x480 and, the bitrates they 
wanted tested were 128, 192, 256, 384, 512, 768, 1024 and 2048 kb/s. Also frames per second 
were of interest mostly 5, 15 and 30 fps. Along with these parameters the test also included a 
brief test of the quality variable and the key-frame variable to see what impact they have on 
video  bandwidth  and  video  quality.  Sound  however,  was  decided  to  be  left  out  almost 
immediately since Woize Ltd. already have great knowledge about how much bandwidth sound 
require.

5.1.1 Method
A total of six raw video clips were required to perform the tests. Three clips with the resolution 
of 320x240 with 5, 15 and 30 fps respectively and the same with the resolution of 640x480. 
These clips  were recorded with  a  shareware version  of  the program Open Video Capture 
(version 1.0) and the web camera provided by Woize Ltd, a Philips ToUcam Pro Camera. The 
clips were automatically stopped after one minute by the program. The clips featured the author 
talking, moving hands and the camera itself in order to further enlighten the differences between 
clips after the encoding had been applied to the clips.

Before the real encoding began a short look into how some of the variables of the program 
ffmpeg2theora affected the outcome of the encoded clips. The parameters that were controlled 
were the quality and key-frames. The others were of no interest since they had no impact on 
bitrate or quality so they were left  at  default values.  Even though the key-frames had big 
influence on the quality, the more key-frames the better picture, it was decided that for the tests 
it would be best if the default value would be used. They can be looked into more thoroughly 
later when tests over different networks are of interest. The quality variable was actually tied to 
the bitrates very hard. A high quality meant a high bitrate. This also meant that if you used both 
the quality and bitrate parameter the bitrate parameter rendered useless. That led to the quality 
variable being excluded from the test and, just be left to its default value, which were five in a 
scale of one to ten. Note that it is unsure if it is in fact used when the bitrate parameter is used.

After that all the six raw clips were encoded with the program ffmpeg2theora in the bitrates 
128, 192, 256, 384, 512, 768, 1024 and 2048 with the following parameters and values listed 
below.



For the resolution 320x240 and with fps 30 the command that were used was:

ffmpeg2theora -V 128 --nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_128_30.ogg 
rawoutput_320x240_30.avi

The flag -V followed by a number is the bitrate the program should encode in. --nosound is self-
explanatory.  -o  is  the  output  flag  where  theora_320x240_128_30.ogg is  the  name of  the 
resulting file and 128 reflects the bitrate and 30 reflects the fps. Following that is the name of 
the file that should be encoded, the raw video file with the last number representing its fps. So 
for the rest of the files in the 320x240 test only the bitrate value and name of the output file 
were changed for each clip. The output from the program looked like this:

Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 164kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

What can be seen here is the high bitrate of the original clip with almost 27000 kb/s and also 
that it is not exactly 30 fps or exactly one minute. The raw video clip of only one minute is 
~200 MB and the resulting clip lands on ~1.2 MB. Further on one can see that the bitrate aimed 
at, 128, is not reached. This is something that happen to all of the tests, although, sometimes it 
came very close to the desired bitrate. The reason for not reaching the wanted bitrate could be 
many, but one in this case is that encoding algorithm can not remove anymore from the video 
clip so it comes down to the low bitrate since it probably would render the clip unable to play.

This procedure is repeated for all six raw video clips and rendered a total of 48 Theora clips of 
different sizes. All the commands and ffmpeg2theora output are available in appendix 1.

5.1.2 Results
The results of the encoding tweaks of Theora are presented in these graphs and tables with 
explanations accordingly. The main aspect of these tests is to see how the ratio between bitrate 
and size is.
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Figure 2 – Real bitrate in relation to the actual bitrate.

Figure 2 shows the goal bitrate, or wanted bitrate, in relation to the real bitrate, or output bitrate, 
that were obtained after the encoding of the video clips in the resolution 320x240. All the 
encoded bitrates are displayed with their respective fps. Notable things are that the 5 fps clips 
are capped around 512 kb/s and that the 15 fps are capped at around 1024 kb/s. Running higher 
bitrates on them will be fruitless in regard to quality.
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Figure 3 – Sizes for the clips of the 320x240 resolution.



Figure 3 shows the sizes of the encoded clips at resolution 320x240. The x-axis shows fps and 
the real bitrate of the clips. No oddities here, it follows the first graph as expected.
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Figure 4 – Real bitrate in relation to the actual bitrate.

Figure 4 is the same as figure 2 except it is for the higher resolution of 640x480. Here the real 
bitrate follows the goal bitrate much more accurate in higher bitrates than it did with the lower 
resolution. Instead the 15 and 30 fps can not reach the lowest bitrates, but have to stop at around 
256 kb/s for the 30 fps and around 192 kb/s for 15 fps. This could be because that it is probably 
hard to remove any more of the raw file, that is around 800 MB for fps 30, so it can come down 
to 128 kb/s and still get a respectable picture in this resolution.
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Figure 5 – Sizes for the clips of the 320x240 resolution.

The sizes for the 640x480 clips in figure 5 are as expected and, naturally slightly higher than its 
320x240 equivalents.
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Figure 6 – A comparison between sizes for the two resolutions

Figure 6 shows the comparisons between sizes of the two resolutions. The 640 clips are slightly 
higher overall with one exception at 30 fps with goal bitrate 1024 kb/s. One reason for this is 
that the 320 clip had a slightly higher real bitrate than the 640 clip. Also notable is that there are 
not a big difference between the two resolutions in the upper middle section, ranging from 512 



to 1024 kb/s, with fps 15 and 30. The 5 fps clips have almost always a big difference between 
the two resolutions except for in the lowest bitrate sections.
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Figure 7 – A comparison between bitrates for the two resolutions in relation to the wanted bitrate.

Figure 7 compares the real output bitrates between the two resolutions in relation with the goal 
bitrate. The lines show that the 320 resolution follows the wanted bitrate line more accurately at 
the lower bitrates than the 640 resolution while it is the other way around with higher bitrates.

When it comes to quality it is impossible to show that in a chart. All have different opinions on 
what looks good or not. Quality is highly individual and hence subjective. But this report will 
still try to give an idea on which clips are good quality for video calls. Keep in mind that it is 
the author’s own opinion on what is acceptable.

With all the 5 fps clips the feeling of lag is always present, as one can expect and, are therefore 
not perceived to be that good even though the quality of the picture can be better than its 
equivalent 15 or 30 fps clip. Over 512 kb/s it is quite good picture quality for 320x240 with the 
15 and 30 fps. For 640x480 clips with 15 fps 768 kb/s and up are good quality. The same goes 
for the 640x480 30 fps. If one is not too picky all the clips would probably be acceptable. But 
the  lower  the  bitrate  the  blockier the  image becomes and,  hence diminishing the  overall 
experience. It is not that big difference in size in the middle sections of the bitrates between the 
two resolutions. 

5.1.3 Conclusion
Finding the right setup for what is acceptable in a video call is not a walk in the park. There is 
no true and correct solution that holds for every situation. This leads to the conclusion that you 
should be able to handle many, if not all, thinkable situations that can arise. If there is a low 
bandwidth restriction you can skip the 640 resolution and focus on the low bitrate setups of the 
320 resolution since the 640 resolution has hard time getting below 500 kb/s with 30 fps. Of 
course it comes close to 128 with 5 fps, but at that setup it is hardly acceptable. Another option 
is to use variable bitrate, thus letting the network decide the bitrate but, then losing control of 



the quality. When it comes to getting the optimal streamed video quality there is no correct 
solution that works in every situation.

5.2 Linux development
A quick look into the GStreamer world to see if there had been any progress or if it was possible 
to find any GStreamer capture sources for Windows rendered fruitless. Again it was necessary 
to switch focus from GStreamer development on Windows just not to grind to a halt. This time 
a move to Linux for further progress in GStreamer application development were decided. The 
goals were to see how a primitive pipeline for Woize Ltd. purposes would look like and, with 
the addition of RTP streams they wanted to see how GStreamer would perform over a network.

Setting up GStreamer on most Linux distributions is really easy. All you need to do is install the 
packages from the repositories, if that is supported by the distribution you are using, which was 
the case during this work. It works immediately after the installation and you are set to go.

The first objective was to make sure that the web camera would work in the Linux environment 
and, to the author’s relief it did so without complications. At first the work focused on trying to 
integrate GStreamer into a simple application with only a window where the picture from the 
web camera would  appear.  There  were  some problems with  getting  the  sink  element in 
GStreamer to know which window it should use for displaying the picture. The documentation 
for the elements (ximagesink and xvimagesink) did not help much, so again it could be the 
limitations of the authors knowledge of Linux that made it fail. However, right up in the middle 
of debugging, this line of thought was dropped by Woize Ltd. The integration part was not as 
interesting as getting RTP to work.

5.2.1 Pipelining
A number of pipelines were tried out at first using gst-launch to see which elements that could 
be used and how they should interact with each other. At first a pipeline that just displays the 
video stream locally using Theora encoding were constructed and, from that, different pipelines 
evolved that used network elements that could transfer the video over the network and, in the 
end resulting in two pipelines. One that captures the video from the web camera and sends it out 
on the network and, the second pipeline that receives packets from the network and displays it 
on the monitor. Below are a few of the pipelines that worked on Linux and, that were a part of 
evolving the last two pipelines for sending and receiving.

 gst-launch v4lsrc ! ffmpegcolorspace ! xvimagesink
 gst-launch v4lsrc ! video/x-raw-yuv, width=320, height=240 ! theoraenc ! theoradec ! 

ffmpegcolorspace ! xvimagesink
 gst-launch v4lsrc ! video/x-raw-yuv, width=320, height=240 ! theoraenc ! rtptheorapay ! 

rtptheoradepay ! theoradec ! ffmpegcolorspace ! xvimagesink

The elements are divided with an exclamation mark and gst-launch automatically connects the 
elements with themselves. The first line captures and creates a window with the video stream 
from the web camera without encoding the stream. The second alters the aspects of the video 
stream and then encodes and decodes to and from Theora before displaying the output. The 
third adds the packing to and from RTP packets in between the Theora encoding and decoding. 

Here the first problem arose. The rtptheorapay/depay elements did not exist on the machine that 
was used, although, the GStreamer webpage said they did exist. It was a matter of a version 
mismatch with the gst-plugins-good package. At the time the Fedora Core repositories did not 



have the latest GStreamer packages. The fix was to download the source code and manually 
compile the RTP plugins.

So from the last command above the idea was to make two pipelines, one that transferred the 
video stream over a network and one that received the video stream using the UDP protocol. 

The gst-launch command for sending the video stream via UDP was derived from the previous 
command lines and thus gave:

 gst-launch v4lsrc ! video/x-raw-yuv, width=320, height=240 ! theoraenc ! rtptheorapay ! 
udpsink

and on the receiving side it looked like this:
 gst-launch udpsrc ! rtptheoradepay ! theoradec ! ffmpegcolorspace ! xvimagesink

This however caused a few problems. Without giving an IP number to the UDP elements it uses 
the loopback interface. So that was not a problem since only a single machine was used. Several 
pipelines were tested with different set-ups to see what could be wrong. At first, tests just to see 
that the UDP elements worked were conducted, which they did. Actually all elements worked as 
they should, except for the RTP elements which seemed to be the ones that messed up the 
network pipeline. Since the RTP elements were specific for what kind of codec that was used, 
other codecs and RTP elements were tried out with no results. 

5.2.2 The reference model
After some digging around in readme-files in the RTP directories a solution was found. The fix 
was to read the caps' string of the UDP sink element after starting the send pipeline and setting 
that string to the caps of the UDP source element before starting the receiving pipeline. By 
using the flag –v in the pipeline more information is printed out when run, among else the caps 
string. Using this method worked with most of the codecs that were tested, but not with Theora. 
The reason was that the string that was generated when Theora was used was too long to be 
pasted back into the terminal. This made it impossible to try Theora over RTP using the tool gst-
launch.

The solution was to implement a test program that could send the caps string over TCP between 
the sending and receiving ends. The implementation is  very straightforward and not  much 
object orientation is taken in consideration since the main focus lay in the RTP transmission and 
not in the integration with another application. The code of the two programs can be found in 
appendix 2. The results were that it now was possible to stream web camera video over RTP in 
a network and, surprisingly the image and synchronization were very good although not perfect. 
Now it was time to return to the Windows platform to see if there could be some more progress 
with some newfound perspective or other breakthroughs in the GStreamer community.

5.3 Windows development
Upon returning to Windows the first thing was to see if there had been any new upgrades to the 
packages and, more specifically if there had been any additions to the Windows support. It had 
not. With some new knowledge about GStreamer and its tools the work picked up were it had 
been left.  To  get  the modified videotestsrc element to  work as  a  video capture source as 
described in the beginning of this chapter the tool gst-inspect recognize the plugin file as a 
GStreamer file but it can not find any element in the plugin. 

Facing this problem after a few weeks on Linux programming GStreamer had improved the 
debugging knowledge in GStreamer and, because of that new information, the reason why 



GStreamer did not recognize the elements were revealed. Once again it was a matter of wrong 
version handling that made it non-working. However, the problem was not with the code of the 
element  in  itself  but  rather  a  configuration  file  containing  version  specific  information. 
Switching this configuration file for a newer version found in the gstreamer package already 
downloaded and, recompiling the videotestsrc with the new file made it  work. Now it  was 
finally possible to  capture video from the web camera  and displaying it  on the screen in 
Windows. 

5.3.1 Dead end
Since the pipelines had been tried out in Linux already it was just a matter of testing the same 
with gst-launch on Windows to see if there was necessary to make any changes to them. The 
simplest ones worked as suspected and also with the Theora encoding added. But when it was 
time to add the RTP elements it would just not work. Suspecting that the issue was similar to the 
problems on Linux, a small change to the programs that were written in Linux was made to 
make them work in Windows but the pipelines did not want to be a part of it. This time around 
not even other RTP elements with different codecs worked without problems. The video stream 
got through but picture was distorted. 

But in the case of Theora encodings the stream did not even get through giving either of two 
runtime errors making it not that easy to understand why it would not work. After countless of 
hours trying to debug it and digging around in the GStreamer forums/mail lists and eventually 
the code itself to, the answer was, in the case of Theora, one special function in the code had not 
been implemented. It was commented in the code as “left to do.” This was a real dead end. The 
reason for why it did work on Linux and not on Windows considering the RTP elements would 
be the same on the two platforms could not be resolved but, the most probable cause is that the 
capture  element on  Windows  create some extra  meta information,  that  the  Linux capture 
element did not, making the Theora encoder encode something that the RTP Theora wrapper 
and unwrapper could not handle.

5.4 Conclusion
Despite not being able to get a working reference model on Windows the attempt showed that 
GStreamer  have  great  potential  in  creating  a  cross-platform foundation  to  build  a  video 
streaming application on, especially if the Windows support is evolved. The model worked well 
on Linux with the built in synchronization being better than expected and, that without having 
the time to test the advanced concepts of GStreamer discussed in section 4.4. It is however 
completely possible to integrate a video call function into a VoIP client using GStreamer and 
encoding the video stream in acceptable video quality using the Theora codec.

6 Results
The goal with this thesis was to find a way to integrate a plugin that could make available video 
calls in Woize Ltd.'s VoIP client. The two most important requirements that were put on this 
project were that it had to be cross-platform and be made at a low-cost as possible. This project 
failed to write a working reference program/plugin to the VoIP client on the Windows platform, 
mostly due to the framework that was chosen. It  was known at the time of choosing that 
GStreamer was lacking in the support of Windows but most of the problems were in the end 
resolved and it could be run without problems except for a few relatively new elements to the 
GStreamer packages that handled RTP streams.

However, finding a codec that met all the requirements that Woize Ltd. had set up was achieved. 
Theora is completely free to use and has no problems being streamed. GStreamer also met its 



initial requirements; it can be built both for single video calls and video conferences, it has a 
built-in a/v-synchronization and changing the codec it uses can be as easy as just adding a file 
(no recompiling needed) and it is cross-platform. Though, it has shown that it can be hard to get 
GStreamer to work on Windows but, it is an ever improving project as all the community driven 
projects are and, the support for Windows will increase in the near future according to their 
webpage. 

7 VoIP over 3G
Making ordinary phone calls from a VoIP client to a cell phone has been possible for some time 
now but, making 3G video calls outside the 3G network is another issue. There are however a 
solutions to this. The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a system originally designed by the 
3GPP, for delivering IP multimedia services to end users. It is a system that aims to aid the 
access of multimedia and voice applications across wireless and wireline terminals.  For its 
session control protocol the main focus lies on the SIP protocol, although it supports other 
protocols. Radvision has developed an IMS solution that support both SIP and H.323.

The IMS architecture is quite complex and describing it in its whole would not fit in this report. 
A quick overview will have to suffice. When connecting from an IP network to the PSTN the 
signal has to traverse some sort of gateways. In this case, when connecting to a 3G network, the 
gateway has to be able to connect to the 3G network. Radvision’s solution is described in its 
simplest form below without getting to technical.

A gateway, called the signaling gateway, is placed on the border between the IP network and the 
PSTN network and, handles the signaling set-up between the two networks. On the IP side a 
Softswitch is placed between the gateway and the end users. The Softswitch translates the signal 
to and from the gateway to the specific VoIP protocols that are used, such as a SIP session. The 
Softswitch  also  acts  as  a  Media  Gateway Controller  that  controls  an  associated trunking 
gateway which handles transmission of the media data between the IP and PSTN networks. The 
trunking gateways can also transcode the media between different codecs or even mix different 
media streams together [6].

So a suggested protocol set up for a VoIP client wishing to be able to make video calls to a 3G 
cell phone using Radvision’s solution would be the SIP protocol for signaling set up, RTP for 
media streaming and, in theory, any video and audio codec you would want to use. Since the 
trunking gateway (media gateway) is able to transcode between different codecs it is possible to 
use whatever codec in your VoIP client as long as the codec is supported by the media gateway. 
According to [7] the video codec that is used in the 3G network is the MPEG-4. H.263 and 
H.264 is  also  common codecs for  streaming  over  networks  and,  would probably also  be 
supported  by  a  media  gateway.  It  is  also  possible  to  set  up  an  IMS  to  support  video 
conferencing across  the IP and PSTN/3G networks according  to  [7] using extra  hardware 
modules.

8 Discussion
Deciding on how to integrate video into a VoIP client is heavily dependent on what, how and in 
what situations the client should be used in. Setting up the correct restrictions on these questions 
helps work out the right solution.

In this thesis the problem was getting GStreamer to work on Windows. The API was supposed 
to be cross-platform and for that GStreamer seemed as an almost perfect puzzle piece. Could 
this thesis have rendered a better result had a different API/SDK been chosen? It probably could 



have with On2’s VP7 or why not the Helix SDK. Unfortunately not all SDKs out there are free 
to use without economic compensation. Another API that was stumbled upon after a few weeks 
after the API search was finished is the OpenML that also is cross-platform, has synchronization 
built in and, have a free license. Why this API was missed during the initial weeks of thorough 
searching is not known and, simply unfortunate. This is not to diminish GStreamer in any way. 
Many great applications has been implemented with it but the Windows support was not as 
good as was hoped in the beginning.

The codec, Ogg Theora, which was chosen, was exactly as expected. Not the best codec out 
there but, it does its job and delivers an acceptable quality for video streaming. It is free to use 
so none can come and claim revenues for it being used.

In  future  work a  more complete reference model could  be  implemented, or  even a  well 
developed prototype, when the RTP elements in GStreamer are updated. One can also think of 
looking into other APIs, though still using Theora, and implement a reference model with that 
API. Although the video calls with the 3G cell phones has not yet really catch on with the wide 
public that uses them it still could be an area that could evolve. Why video call has not yet catch 
on could be of its poor video quality but, with emerging 4G networks such as the 3GPP Long 
Term Evolution with speeds of 50/100 Mbps video will definitely belong in the cell phones and 
of course the VoIP clients following in its footsteps. With SIP support for the gateways between 
the IP networks and PSTN networks it is becoming more and more easy to integrate the two 
networks.
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Appendix 1

320x240 30 fps

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 128 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_128_30.ogg rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 164kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 192 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_192_30.ogg rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 200kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 256 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_256_30.ogg rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 258kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 384 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_384_30.ogg rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 368kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 512 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_512_30.ogg rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s



  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 490kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 768 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_768_30.ogg rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 735kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
1024 --nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_1024_30.ogg rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 979kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
2048 --nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_2048_30.ogg rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 1797kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
2048 -S0 --nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_2048_30_S0.ogg 
rawoutput_320x240.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 1938kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -v 10 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_2048_30_v10.ogg rawoutput_320x240_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.6, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 26877 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 29.36 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].



  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.80 audio: 0kbps video: 2190kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

320x240 15 fps

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 128 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_128_15.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 136kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 192 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_192_15.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 184kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 256 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_256_15.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 244kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 384 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_384_15.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 367kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 512 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_512_15.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].



  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 489kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 768 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_768_15.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 715kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
1024 --nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_1024_15.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 882kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
2048 --nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_2048_15.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 1043kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -v 10 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_2048_15_v10.ogg rawoutput_320x240_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 14022 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240, 15.15 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.81 audio: 0kbps video: 1126kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

320x240 05 fps

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 128 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_128_05.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s



  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 124kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 192 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_192_05.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 184kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 256 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_256_05.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 234kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 384 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_384_05.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 300kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 512 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_512_05.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 329kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 768 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_768_05.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240



      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 346kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
1024 --nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_1024_05.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 346kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
2048 --nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_2048_05.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 346kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -v 10 
--nosound -o ./320/theora_320x240_2048_05_v10.ogg rawoutput_320x240_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_320x240_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 4730 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 320x240,  5.12 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 320x240
      0:00:59.97 audio: 0kbps video: 368kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

640x480 30 fps

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 128 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_128_30.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 466kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 192 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_192_30.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480



      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 466kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 256 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_256_30.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 470kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 384 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_384_30.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 495kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 512 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_512_30.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 544kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 768 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_768_30.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 732kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
1024 --nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_1024_30.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 965kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00



C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
2048 --nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_2048_30.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 1915kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -v 10 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_2048_30_v10.ogg rawoutput_640x480_30.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_30.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 110895 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 30.26 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.78 audio: 0kbps video: 3696kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

640x480 15 fps

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 128 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_128_15.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 307kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 192 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_192_15.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 312kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 256 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_256_15.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi&
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 327kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00



C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 384 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_384_15.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 399kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 512 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_512_15.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 500kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 768 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_768_15.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 731kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
1024 --nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_1024_15.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 975kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
2048 --nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_2048_15.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 1945kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -v 10 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_2048_15_v10.ogg rawoutput_640x480_15.avi



Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_15.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 55520 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480, 15.11 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.84 audio: 0kbps video: 3738kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

640x480 05 fps

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 128 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_128_05.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 141kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 192 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_192_05.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 190kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 256 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_256_05.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 246kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 384 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_384_05.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 369kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 512 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_512_05.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi



Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 492kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 768 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_768_05.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 738kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
1024 --nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_1024_05.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 980kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -V 
2048 --nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_2048_05.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 1557kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\VLC_TEST>ffmpeg2theora -v 10 
--nosound -o ./640/theora_640x480_2048_05_v10.ogg rawoutput_640x480_05.avi
Input #0, avi, from 'rawoutput_640x480_05.avi':
  Duration: 00:01:00.1, start: 0.000000, bitrate: 18540 kb/s
  Stream #0.0: Video: rawvideo, yuv420p, 640x480,  5.06 fps(r)
  Stream #0.1: Audio: mp3, 22050 Hz, stereo, 56 kb/s
  [audio disabled].
  Resize: 640x480
      0:00:59.69 audio: 0kbps video: 1879kbps, time remaining: 00:00:00



Appendix 2

This application captures the video stream from the web camera and sends it over the network.
#include "server_socket.c"

#include "incolor.c"

#include <gst/gst.h>

/*

 * Global objects are usually a bad thing. For the purpose of this

 * example, we will use them, however.

 */

GstElement *pipeline, *source, *parser, *decoder, *encoder, *rtppay, *rtpbin, *sink, *filter;

static void

send_caps()

{

GstCaps *caps;

  GstPad *pads;

pads = gst_element_get_static_pad(sink, "sink");

g_object_get(G_OBJECT (pads), "caps", &caps, NULL);

  gchar* ch = gst_caps_to_string(caps);

  char* name = (char*)ch;

  //g_print ("GOT CAPS: %s\n", ch);

  

  send_caps_to_client(name);

}

/*static void

read_video_props (GstCaps *caps)



{

  gint width, height, fs;

  const GstStructure *str;

  g_return_if_fail (gst_caps_is_fixed (caps));

  str = gst_caps_get_structure (caps, 0);

  if (!gst_structure_get_fraction (str, "framerate", &width, &fs) ||

      !gst_structure_get_int (str, "bitrate", &height)) {

    g_print ("No width/height available\n");

    return;

  }

  g_print ("FPS: %d %d  bps: %d\n",width, fs, height);

}*/

static gboolean

bus_call (GstBus     *bus,

  GstMessage *msg,

  gpointer    data)

{

  GMainLoop *loop = (GMainLoop *) data;

  switch (GST_MESSAGE_TYPE (msg)) {

    case GST_MESSAGE_EOS:

      g_print ("End-of-stream\n");

      g_main_loop_quit (loop);

      break;

    case GST_MESSAGE_ERROR: {

      gchar *debug;

      GError *err;



      gst_message_parse_error (msg, &err, &debug);

      g_free (debug);

      g_print ("Error: %s\n", err->message);

      g_error_free (err);

      g_main_loop_quit (loop);

      break;

    }

    case GST_MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGED: {

GstState *oldState, *newState, *pending;

GstElement *element;

element = (GstElement*)GST_MESSAGE_SRC(msg);

oldState = new GstState();

newState = new GstState();

pending = new GstState();

gst_message_parse_state_changed(msg, oldState, 
newState, pending);

/*

g_print ("State changed: %s: %s ", 
gst_element_get_name(element), gst_element_state_get_name(*oldState));

textcolor(RESET, RED, WHITE);

g_print ("->");

textcolor(RESET, CYAN, WHITE);

g_print (" %s\n", 
gst_element_state_get_name(*newState));

*/

if ( (strcmp(gst_element_get_name(element), "udp-
sink") == 0) && (strcmp(gst_element_state_get_name(*newState), "PAUSED")==0)) {

//textcolor(RESET, RED, WHITE);



g_print("Waiting for client to 
connect\n");

//textcolor(RESET, CYAN, WHITE);

send_caps();

}

delete oldState;

delete newState;

delete pending;

break;

    }

case GST_MESSAGE_SEGMENT_START: {

//textcolor(RESET, RED, WHITE);

/*GstCaps *caps;

  GstPad *pads;

pads = gst_element_get_static_pad(filter, "src");

g_object_get(G_OBJECT (pads), "caps", &caps, NULL);

read_video_props(caps);*/

//textcolor(RESET, BLACK, WHITE);

//send_caps();

break;

}

case GST_MESSAGE_SEGMENT_DONE: {

//textcolor(RESET, RED, WHITE);

//g_print("done\n");

//textcolor(RESET, BLACK, WHITE);

//send_caps();

}

case GST_MESSAGE_BUFFERING: {

//textcolor(RESET, RED, WHITE);

//g_print("buffering\n");

//textcolor(RESET, BLACK, WHITE);



//send_caps();

break;

}

    default:

      break;

  }

  return TRUE;

}

int

main (int   argc,

      char *argv[])

{

  GMainLoop *loop;

  GstBus *bus;

  /* initialize GStreamer */

  gst_init (&argc, &argv);

  loop = g_main_loop_new (NULL, FALSE);

  /* check input arguments */

  /*if (argc != 2) {

    g_print ("Usage: %s <Ogg/Vorbis filename>\n", argv[0]);

    return -1;

  }*/

  /* create elements */

  pipeline = gst_pipeline_new ("pipeline");

  source = gst_element_factory_make ("v4lsrc", "capture-source");

//parser = gst_element_factory_make ("videorate", "video-rate");

  filter = gst_element_factory_make ("capsfilter", "caps-filter");

  encoder = gst_element_factory_make ("theoraenc", "video-encoder");



  rtppay = gst_element_factory_make ("rtptheorapay", "rtp-encoder");

  sink = gst_element_factory_make ("udpsink", "udp-sink");

  if (!pipeline || !source /*|| !parser*/ || !filter || !encoder || !rtppay || !sink) {

    g_print ("One element could not be created\n");

    return -1;

  }

  /* Set the bitrate/quality that the encoder will use.

 * Set the caps on the filter, i.e. the video streams resolution

 * and such.

   * . */

  g_object_set (G_OBJECT (encoder), "bitrate", 128, NULL);

  

g_object_set (G_OBJECT (filter), "caps", gst_caps_new_simple ("video/x-raw-yuv",

      "format", GST_TYPE_FOURCC, 
GST_MAKE_FOURCC ('I', '4', '2', '0'),

      "width", G_TYPE_INT, 320,

      "height", G_TYPE_INT, 240,

"framerate", 
GST_TYPE_FRACTION, 15, 1,

      NULL), NULL);

  //g_object_set (G_OBJECT (rtpbin), "destinations", "127.0.0.1:5533", NULL);

/* Initialize the message bus */

  bus = gst_pipeline_get_bus (GST_PIPELINE (pipeline));

  gst_bus_add_watch (bus, bus_call, loop);

  gst_object_unref (bus);

  /* put all elements in a bin (pipeline)*/

  gst_bin_add_many (GST_BIN (pipeline),

    source, /*parser,*/ filter, encoder, rtppay, sink, NULL);



  /* link together - also add potential signal handlers for elements*/

  gst_element_link_many (source, /*parser,*/ filter, encoder, rtppay, sink, NULL);

  //g_signal_connect (rtppay, "pad-added", G_CALLBACK (add_mux_pad), NULL);

  /* Now set to playing and iterate. */

  g_print ("Setting to PLAYING\n");

  gst_element_set_state (pipeline, GST_STATE_PLAYING);

  

  g_print ("Running\n");

  g_main_loop_run (loop);

  /* clean up nicely */

  g_print ("Returned, stopping playback\n");

  gst_element_set_state (pipeline, GST_STATE_NULL);

  g_print ("Deleting pipeline\n");

  gst_object_unref (GST_OBJECT (pipeline));

  return 0;

}

This application receives the video stream over the network and displays it on the screen.

#include "client_socket.c"

#include "incolor.c"

#include <gst/gst.h>

/*

 * Global objects are usually a bad thing. For the purpose of this

 * example, we will use them, however.

 */



GstElement *pipeline, *source, *parser, *decoder, *encoder, *rtppay, *rtpdepay, *sink, 
*filter;

static void

get_caps()

{

  GstCaps *newCaps;

  char *bufCaps;

char *host = new char[9];

  host = "127.0.0.1";

  

  bufCaps = (char*)malloc(MAXDATASIZE);

  get_caps_from_server(2, host, bufCaps);

  //g_print ("bufCaps: %s\n", bufCaps);

  //SET NEW CAPS ON UDPSRC

  newCaps = gst_caps_from_string((gchar*)bufCaps);

g_object_set(G_OBJECT (source), "caps", newCaps, NULL);  

}

static gboolean

bus_call (GstBus     *bus,

  GstMessage *msg,

  gpointer    data)

{

  GMainLoop *loop = (GMainLoop *) data;

  switch (GST_MESSAGE_TYPE (msg)) {

    case GST_MESSAGE_EOS:

      g_print ("End-of-stream\n");



      g_main_loop_quit (loop);

      break;

    case GST_MESSAGE_ERROR: {

      gchar *debug;

      GError *err;

      gst_message_parse_error (msg, &err, &debug);

      g_free (debug);

      g_print ("Error: %s\n", err->message);

      g_error_free (err);

      g_main_loop_quit (loop);

      break;

    }

case GST_MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGED: {

GstState *oldState, *newState, *pending;

GstElement *element;

element = (GstElement*)GST_MESSAGE_SRC(msg);

oldState = new GstState();

newState = new GstState();

pending = new GstState();

gst_message_parse_state_changed(msg, oldState, 
newState, pending);

/*

g_print ("State changed: %s: %s ", 
gst_element_get_name(element), gst_element_state_get_name(*oldState));

textcolor(RESET, GREEN, WHITE);

g_print ("->");

textcolor(RESET, BLACK, WHITE);

g_print (" %s\n", 
gst_element_state_get_name(*newState));



*/

if ( (strcmp(gst_element_get_name(element), "udp-
source") == 0) && (strcmp(gst_element_state_get_name(*newState), "PAUSED")==0)) {

//textcolor(RESET, GREEN, WHITE);

g_print("Connecting to server\n");

//textcolor(RESET, CYAN, WHITE);

get_caps();

}

delete oldState;

delete newState;

delete pending;

    }

    default:

      break;

  }

  return TRUE;

}

/*static void

new_pad (GstElement *element,

 GstPad     *pad,

 gpointer    data)

{

  GstPad *sinkpad;

  // We can now link this pad with the audio decoder //

  g_print ("Dynamic pad created, linking parser/decoder\n");

  sinkpad = gst_element_get_pad (decoder, "sink");

  gst_pad_link (pad, sinkpad);



  gst_object_unref (sinkpad);

}*/

/*static void

demux_new_pad (GstElement *element,

    GstPad     *pad,

    gpointer    data)

{

  GstPad *sinkpad;

  gchar *name;

  name = gst_pad_get_name (pad);

  g_print ("A new pad '%s' was created\n", name);

  g_free (name);

  // here, you would setup a new pad link for the newly created pad 

  sinkpad = gst_element_get_pad (decoder, "sink");

  gst_pad_link (pad, sinkpad);

  //gst_element_link_pads (rtpdepay, "src", decoder, "sink");

  gst_object_unref (sinkpad);

}*/

int

main (int   argc,

      char *argv[])

{

  GMainLoop *loop;

  GstBus *bus;



  /* initialize GStreamer */

  gst_init (&argc, &argv);

  loop = g_main_loop_new (NULL, FALSE);

  /* check input arguments */

  /*if (argc != 2) {

    g_print ("Usage: %s <Ogg/Vorbis filename>\n", argv[0]);

    return -1;

  }*/

  /* create elements */

  pipeline = gst_pipeline_new ("pipeline");

  source = gst_element_factory_make ("udpsrc", "udp-source");

  //filter = gst_element_factory_make ("capsfilter", "caps-filter");

  rtpdepay = gst_element_factory_make ("rtptheoradepay", "rtp-decoder");

  decoder = gst_element_factory_make ("theoradec", "video-decoder");

  parser = gst_element_factory_make ("ffmpegcolorspace", "video-parser");

  sink = gst_element_factory_make ("ximagesink", "video-sink");

  if (!pipeline || !source || !decoder || /*!rtpdepay ||*/ !parser || !sink) {

    g_print ("One element could not be created\n");

    return -1;

  }

  /* set force-aspect-ratio property on the video sink. Also add a message

   * handler. */

  g_object_set (G_OBJECT (sink), "sync", false, NULL);

  /*g_object_set (G_OBJECT (source), "caps", gst_caps_new_simple("application/x-rtp", 

"media", G_TYPE_STRING, "video",

"payload", G_TYPE_INT, "96", 

"clock-rate", G_TYPE_INT, "90000", 



"encoding-name",G_TYPE_STRING,"theora",

NULL), NULL);*/

  //g_object_set (G_OBJECT (rtpbin), "destinations", "127.0.0.1:5533", NULL);

  bus = gst_pipeline_get_bus (GST_PIPELINE (pipeline));

  gst_bus_add_watch (bus, bus_call, loop);

  gst_object_unref (bus);

  /* put all elements in a bin */

  gst_bin_add_many (GST_BIN (pipeline),

    source, /*filter,*/ rtpdepay, decoder, parser, sink, NULL);

  /* link together - note that we cannot link the parser and

   * decoder yet, becuse the parser uses dynamic pads. For that,

   * we set a pad-added signal handler. */

  //gst_element_link (source, rtpdepay);
//oggdemux

  //gst_element_link_many (decoder, parser, sink, NULL);
//oggdemux

  //g_signal_connect (rtpdepay, "pad-added", G_CALLBACK (demux_new_pad), NULL);
//oggdemux

  

  gst_element_link_many (source, /*filter,*/ rtpdepay, decoder, parser, sink, NULL);
//rtptheoradepay

  /* Now set to playing and iterate. */

  g_print ("Setting to PLAYING\n");

  gst_element_set_state (pipeline, GST_STATE_PLAYING);

 

  

  //gst_element_set_state (pipeline, GST_STATE_PLAYING);



  g_print ("Running\n");

  g_main_loop_run (loop);

  /* clean up nicely */

  g_print ("Returned, stopping playback\n");

  gst_element_set_state (pipeline, GST_STATE_NULL);

  g_print ("Deleting pipeline\n");

  gst_object_unref (GST_OBJECT (pipeline));

  return 0;

}
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